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Advanced Dungeons Ii Dragons 

Dungeon Module #G3 

Hall Of The Fire Giant King 

Background: Just as the trail led from the STEADING OF THE HILL 
GIANT CHIEF to the frozen wastes where was found the GLACIAL 
RIFT OF THE FROST GIANT JARL , so the adventure in the latter place 
has led (or transported) the intrepid party to what they hope will 
be their last challenge. They are about to venture into the hot and 
smoking barrens which are in effect Muspelheim, the home offire 
giants. In the vast rocky halls of the fire giants' doughty liege lord, 
the dread King Snurre I ron Belly, they hope to find both the answer 
to the riddle of what or who is behind the strange alliance of many 
different types of giants as well as great treasure. Surely here in the 
stronghold of the f i re g iants wi l l  be encou ntered the evi l  
genius-or genii-controlling the uprising and planning the 
well-executed attacks, for Snurre is said to be far stronger than 
smart. It is a sad fact that all encounters here will be worse than 
those the party has faced elsewhere, for fire giants are ferocious 
opponents, and their associates and helpers will undoubtedly be 
proportionately stronger and more fearsome than those of the 
lesser hill and frost giants. Sobering thought indeed! However, the 
rewards for success cannot fail to be greater, for fire giants-and 
their masters perhaps? -will have more loot to take. If the party 
has actually been to the other two places-or if at least one or 
more of the characters have-they will know that there is a charge 
upon them to report definite information to the rulers who have 
sent them forth to inflict punishment on the rapacious giant 
raiders. They are to slay fire giants and all who associate with 
them. Failure means death, no longer from the nobles, but from 
the monsters the party must face. Success means the right to 
keep all loot taken, plus the possibility of reward from the ru lers of 
the lands which the giant bands warred upon. And now the brave 
adventurers stand before the black and smoking slag hill which 
holds the Hall of the Fire Giant King. They have penetrated near 
the heart of the matter into a fell realm where even the strongest 
need beware! 

CAUTION :  As with the two previous Modules (GI and G2), the 
Dungeon Master is advised that only strong and experienced characters 
should be included on the advelllure. The caution here, though, stresses 
experience. A party of 3 or 4 highly experienced characters of 9th or 
higher level can expect a reasonable chance if they use their knowledge 
and cunning to best advantage. No character below 6th few/ should 
adventure in the Hall of the Fire Giant King. Characters under 9th level 
should be accompanied by a number of higher level characters. The 
optimum mix depends upon the class of the characters involved. A 
party of 3 might be as well off as three or four times their number under 
certain circumstances. This writer still belie"ves that a mixed group with 
clerics, fighters, magic-users, and thieves�with a dwarf, an elf, and 
perhaps a ha/fling or gnome and a half-elf �will be the most successful 
overall if their average level is 9th and there are 8 to JO in the party. Of 
course, this assumes that each member will be armed with several magic 
items useful against giants and fire. 

Start: The party might have arrived before the huge obsidian 
valves which bar entrance to the Hall by means of the transporter 
found in the lair of the Frost Giant Jori, and in this case they will 
have to search to find a place of safety to rest and recover their 
strength between forays into the Hall. If the group journeyed 
hence by some other form -horseback, mounted on hippogriffs, 
etc. -they will have noted such a place about 2 m iles distant from 
Snurre's sooty palace. This hidden refuge will prove to be safe from 
detection as long as the party leaves no plain trail to it, and as 
long as they are not followed to it. ( I f  they thrice venture forth from 
the cave to raid the Fire Giant Hall there will be a 1 0% cumulative 
chance per additional raid that the hideyhole will be found by the 
giants, i.e. a 1 0% chance the fourth raid, 20% the fifth, etc.). The 
ravine which is near the safe cave leads directly to the spiney, 
broken heap of slag which is indicated as the site of the Hall by 
their map-or obvious to them otherwise, for it has a wide, well
trod path leading u p  to two great slabs of black stone, obsidian 
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portals which give access to Snurre's Hall. But these gates will 
open to the party if one of their mem bers has fire giant strength (or 
greater) and mass. or a chime of opening to em ploy, or one of 
them can cast a knock spell. Each valve is 29' tall, 1 O' wide, and 
no less than 3' thick. 

The plain about is most evil and drab appearing. The sky is gray 
and filled with sooty clouds. A distant volcano can be seen, and 
far to the south a glowing river of molten lava moves sluggishly 
down a slope and out of sight. It is hot, and the air smells of 
heated rock and metal. The ground is full of cinders and sharp 
rocks. The place is lit by night with dim red light from flam ing gases 
shooting forth from the earth and from molten rock. On the 
second and any successive raids upon the place, there is a 50% 
likelihood that the gates will be ajar, and some guard will be 
watching for the attackers in order to alert the Hall. 

Notes For The Dungeon Master 

The pile of lava, slag, and jutting black rock which houses the Hall 
of Snurre is a steeply rising hill about 300' high at its summ it. It is 
difficult to scale. but the party may do so if they desire. Everywhere 
are vents which smoke, and some of these holes spurt out jets of 
flame from time to time. The party will never locate any other 
entrance into the place. and there is a 2 in 6 chance that any 
member investigating a vent hole will be struck by flaming gases 
for 2 hit dice of damage (2d6). 

The u pper two levels of Snurre's Hall are lit by torches, braz iers, 
natural gas jets, and even molten lava. Most of these lights will be 
extinguished if the place is heavily attacked. The lower level is 
unlighted except where the matrix indicates otherwise. Passage
ways in the Hall are vaulted and some 30' high. Halls, cham bers 
and rooms are 40' to 60' high. The floors, walls, and ceilings in the 
place are of black, reddish-black, dark gray, and dull brown rock. 
In some places it has been hewn, but in others it appears to have 
been fused by heat. All doors are made of iron plates. Opening 
them requ ires giant strength, so normal probabilities of opening 
resisting doors are cut in half. Pillars in passageways and other 
places are of black stone. 

The lower level is mostly natural, and the details of the place will 
be given hereafter. When the party gains this level, do not be too 
precise in calling direction or distance. As with any such map, the 
twists, turns, and irregu larities are very difficult to map anyway, and 
general directions and descriptions will suffice for the mapper 
and make the whole more realistic in any case, for such an area 
would be nearly impossible to accurately map under existing 
conditions. 

As has been said in the previous modules in this series, while 
considerable detail has been given. it is up to you to fill in any 
needed information and to color the whole and bring it to life. 
You, as Dungeon Master, must continue to im provise and create, 
for your players will certainly desire more descriptions, seek to do 
things not provided for here, and generally do things which are 
not anticipated. The script is here, but you will direct the whole, 
rewrite parts, and sit in final judgement on character's actions. If 
you have a lready taken you r p layers throu g h  the first two 
modules, you will wish to be particu larly mindful  of how their 
behavior there will have altered what is shown here on each level 
matrix. Use the parameters given to design your own epic. Be 
disinterested, and be just. This is a very difficult scenario, and the 
players might rue thoughtless actions, but do not allow this to 
tem per what you have before you. L ikewise, do not set about to 
entrap the party in a hopeless situation-allow their actions to 
dictate their fate. I n  any event, never reveal too much information 
to players. For example, if they learn about the Drow, give only 
scra ps of details from you r inform ation sheet; determ ine a 
percentage probability of the particular bit of knowledge being 
known by whatever means is being employed (sage, commune, 
legend lore, contact other plane, or whatever), and roll the 
percentile dice for each scrap. Base your communication to the 
party u pon this, but always judge for yourself if the information 
thus im parted is too much or too little. 



Remem ber also that these giants are both the toughest so far 
encou ntered and that they have the best advice immediately 
available to them . As soon as the party strikes and then retires, the 
attack will be assessed and counter-measures taken. Some 
notes to this effect will be found in the matrices for each level, but 
you will have to design some reactions personally. Even when the 
party first enters the Hall you will have to gauge the reaction of the 
giants if and when they learn that intruders are within. How will they 
react? From whence will they call in guards? Where will Snurre go? 
Most assuredly, he will not remain seated u pon his throne when 
an attack is in progress! You have not ceased being a Dungeon 
Master by using this prepared scenario, you have simply had 
some details handled for you so that you can better script the 
more important material. 

When the party retires from the Hall, the fire giants will lay whatever 
traps and ambushes they are able to under the circumstances. 
L ights will be put out, sentries will be posted, and so forth. I n  the 
play-test version, I had the giants who survived the first foray by the 
(except ional ly strong and well-p layed) party set several 
ambushes, each surprise being set to allow them to retire quickly 
behind a turn in a passage or through doors, gradually falling 
back on the corridor to the 2nd level. However, even the females 
and young fought, as the King had so ordered, and I assumed 
that their fear of him (and the Drow) was greater than their fear of 
the party-or at least equal. As the characters offered no quarter 
and slew every giant or other creature encountered with absolute 
ruthlessness, their opponents fought with hopeless abandon and 
sacrifice. How you will manage must be based upon knowledge 
only you, as judge and referee, can have. Regardless of what your 
players do, morale checks for the giants and their associates 
should seldom, if ever, be made. What hope have they? The 
rationale of this whole series of modu les is a fight to the finish. Only 
the leaders and those they take with them will normally seek to 
move to a place of safety, the rest will stand fast and battle to the 
end. 

Finally, note that Drow weapons and armor do not radiate magic. 

Glanfs Bag Contents: There will be numerous occasions when 
bags and chests will be searched by the party. The contents of 
these containers may be determined randomly by using the 
table hereafter. The number of items in the bag or other container 
is simply determined by rolling five four-sided dice (5d4) to 
obtain a random number of items between 5 and 20. A roll for 
each item is then made on the CONTENTS TABLE. 

GIANT'S BAG CONTENTS TABLE: 

Dice Roll Item In Bag or Other Container 

01 -03 old axe blade for use as hand chopper 
04- 1 7 bou lders, small ( 1 -4) 
1 8-1 9 bowl and spoon, tin or pewter, battered 
20-21 brass items, various and sundry, bent 
22-23 caltrops, iron, large ( 1 -6) 
24-25 cheese, hard, slightly moldy and stinky 
26-30 cloak, shabby, wool or hide 
31 -32 comb and hairpins, bone 
33-40 cooking pot, iron 
41 -43 horn, drinking 
44-47 knife, skinning 
48-53 linens, various, soiled, patched 
54-60 meat, haunch of 
61 -64 money, copper ( 1 00-400 pieces) 
65-67 money, silver (20-80 pieces) 
68-69 money, gold (10-40 pieces) 
70-76 pelt, fur, worthless and mangy 
77-83 rope, 1 0'-1 20' coil, very strong 
84-85 salt, small bag or box of 
86-90 sandals, old 
91 -98 skin, water or wine, full 
99-00 teeth or tusks, animal, no ivory value ( 1 -8) 

It is suggested that no item be duplicated: roll again if a duplicatr item is 
indicated by any given roll. 
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KEY TO LEVEL #1 

Wandering Monsters: 

Encounter occurs 1 in 1 2  ( d1 2), check each tu rn. 

1 .  2 fire giant guards 

2. 2 fire giantesses with 1 2  gnoll workers 

3. 4 young fire giants with 1 -4 young hell hounds 

4. 1 cloud,  1 frost, and 1 stone giant visitor looking around 

Note: All wandering monsters are assumed to be creatures not 
accounted for on the matrices. Their appearance is mere 
chance, although they can actually reinforce existing monsters 
in the area if circumstances favor this action on their part. 

Encounter Areas: 

1 .  ENTRY PASSAGE: The floor here is polished obsidian, and 
great wall hangings can be seen by the party as soon as they 
enter. The tapestries between the torches are done in bloody 
colors and show victorious fire giants. The door guard is in 
alcove A: 

A. The tapestry hanging before this post is loosely woven so 
as to allow the fire giant (H.P. :  56) in the dark recess to 
clearly see whoever enters. If intruders are spotted, he will 
wind his great bronze horn to warn the Hall. (See 2. 
hereafter.) The fire giant guard has a club as well as 4 
boulders. 

If the party severely defeats the giants in the Hall , a ballista 
(from 1 OA.) will be set up  at the far end of the hallway in 
anticipation of a second raid. This weapon will have a trip at 
30' into the passage, and the trip will be nearly invisible 
(notice only 1 in 6, if the party is using l ights, and check only 
once for all). The ballista will fire 6 spear missiles, with a 2 
requ ired to hit AC 1 0, and no adjustments for dexterity are to 
be given. Each missile causes 2 to 1 6  (2d8) hit points of 
damage when it hits. 

2. GRAND HALL : 2 ettins (H .P.: 49, 44) are always here, using their 
four heads to watch all directions. Each is armed with a huge 
m orning star of b lack metal  (treat as +1 for both h it 
probability and damage) and a spear. If they throw the latter 
weapon, they will then arm their right hand with the morning 
star and the left with a mace. I f  the guard at the gate sounds 
the alarm, these monsters will move to hold the mouth of the 
entryway until help arrives from 3., 1 8., and/or 21 .-25. The floor 
of the Grand Hall is of reddish black, highly polished stone, 
the pillars are carved into the shapes of dwarves straining to 
hold up the figure atop them,  and the light flickers weirdly 
from burning gases spurting from the walls. The tapestry on 
the south wall screens the entrance to the Royal Apartment. 

3. THRONE ROOM AND AUDIENCE CHAMBER: 2 steps of white 
veined black marble lead up to this area. The floor is a deep 
red polished stone, the huge stone pil lars of polished 
obsidian, between them a massive throne of jet and black 
and white banded onyx, the whole inlaid with sard (12 
pieces of 1 ,000 g.p. value each) and set with 1 2  fire opals 
(1,000 g.p. each) and 12  rubies (5,000 g.p. each). The walls 
are inlaid with colored stone to show various scenes of 
victory by King Snurre over opponents. Behind the throne the 
wall shows the flaming skull which is Snurre's own device, 
flanked by fire giants with clubs over their shou lders. Huge 
torches burn in bronze cressets. (The secret door is actually 
one of the flanking giants inlaid on the wall. A cresset to the 
left of it is pu lled down to cause it to swing inward). 4 fire 
giants (H.P.: 63, 61 , 59, 58) in chain shirts (AC 2) guard the 
King at all times, and their positions are shown by the circled 
num bers. Each has a huge throwing hammer (5-20 hit points 
damage) and an axe. Crouching beside either arm of the 
throne are 2 large hel l  hounds ( 7  dice, H .P.: 49, 46) which are 
the King's constant companions. King Snurre (H.P. : 92) him
self is seated upon the black seat of the throne. He is over 1 3' 
tall. Snurre is clad in his black iron armor (AC 0), and holds a 



huge two-handed sword which has flames along its blade 
when it is swung (+4 to hit, +6 damage). The King fights as a 
storm giant (h it probability and 7-42 h.p. damage) when he 
is armed with his sword, otherwise he fights as a cloud giant. 
Snurre wears a necklace of coral skul ls ( 15,000 g.p. value as 
jewelry) and has a broad girdle set with 66 (100 g.p.) 
garnets. He is hugely muscled and extraordinarily ugly, very 
broad, with bandy legs. H is teeth are tusk-like and protrud
ing, almost orange in color. Snurre's head beneath his iron 
helm is bald, but his side whiskers and beard are bright 
orange and fu ll . Note that he is clad in a cloak of white 
dragon hide which gives him +3 on saving throws against 
cold-based attacks and reduces cold damage sustained 
by 50%. He wears his crown of iron, set with 6 base 1 ,000 g. p. 
ru bies, 6 base 1 ,000 g. p. diamonds, and a huge jacinth 
(base 1 0,000 g.p.) only when he is on his throne. Otherwise it 
is in his bag. 

4. CHAMBER OF THE QUEEN'S SERVING MAIDS: The length of the 
hall and chamber proper are covered with hide rugs and 
wall hangings. Note the one which screens the entrance to 
the Queen's private cham ber. There are torches on the walls, 
and 6 chairs and 3 small tables along the hallway. At the end 
there are 4 beds, 8 chests, 2 wardrobes, and 4 stools. There 
are always 4 fire giantesses (H.P.: 44, 42, 40, 39) waiting in the 
hallway outside the Queen's chamber, and 4 giantesses 
(H.P. :  45, 40, 38, 35) in the end chamber. Each fights fiercely 
to protect the Queen, and those at the end chamber will 
rush to aid the others. They have swords and fight as frost 
giants with respect to hit probability and damage. Each 
wears 2 to 5 pieces of jewelry worth 500 to 2,000 g.p. each. 
Amidst the 81 hides, pelts, skins, and furs in the end chamber 
are several of value-num bers 1 7, 24, 40, 59 and 77 are worth 
1 ,000 to 4,000 g.p. each. There is no other treasure. 

5. QUEEN FRUPY'S CHAMBER: The floors and walls here are 
covered with rich rugs and tapestries (of no greatvalue). The 
place is well lit by torches and a large braz ier, and this makes 
it very hot indeed. The Queen (H.P.: 74) is a veritable haradin, 
a sly and cunning horror. She is, if anything, uglier than 
Snurre. Topped by a huge mass of yellow orange hair which 
looks like a fright wig, Queen Frupy's face is a mass of jowls 
and wrinkles, set in the m iddle of a very large head which sits 
squarely upon her shoulders. Her body is lum py and gross, 
and her skin is covered with bristles the color of her hair. Her 
little pig eyes, however, are bright with intelligence unusual in 
a giant. She wears garments of black dragon hide, set with 
iron studs, and this gives her an effective armor class of 2. She 
fights as a normal  fire giant male, but she has a bonus of +2 
to score a hit and +4 on points of damage she scores. She 
wears 8 pieces of gem set jewelry (2,000 to 5,000 g.p. value 
each) .  She wields an iron sceptre as a weapon. Out of sight 
are her two pets, a pair of giant weasels (H.P.: 24, 1 9) which 
she dotes upon and which obey her every command. 

Any intruders entering the place will be commanded by 
Queen Frupy to kneel in her August Presence and state their 
business. so that she may fairly dispose of their hum ble 
requests. Any so foolish as to do so will be sorry, as Frupy will 
call forth her pets and herself strike at the most powerful
appearing of the intruders. She will strike at +4 due to the 
position, do +8 h.p. of damage (5-30 +4 +8, or 1 7-42!), and 
a score of a natu ral 20 on the die indicates she has 
decapitated the victim of her attack. She will then bellow for 
her serving maids to come to her aid. 

Her cham ber contains a huge bed covered with fu rs (of only 
1 00 to 600 g.p. value each, 12 total) ,  a small table and 2 
chairs. a stool and dressing table with a huge silver mirror 
(va lu e  1 ,000 g .p . ,  and  it shows i nvis ib le  or mag ica lly 
changed creatures in their real form),  an ebony and mother 
of pearl wardrobe (filled with her clothing), an iron chest, 2 
bronze caskets, a huge chest of 1 2  drawers, and 2 small 
coffers of copper on each table. Each bronze casket has an 
asp inside; #1 holds 4,000 c.p. ,  and #2 has a like num ber of 
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platinum pieces covered by a spell so that they will appear 
as coppers until they are taken out of her cham ber. The iron 
chest has a trick opening to the side which allows the person 
to get its contents (a jade box worth 5,000 g.p. with a hidden 
compartment which can only be detected by means of X
ray vision or true seeing/sight spell-the compartment 
having a scroll with 2 random 7th level spells: cleric, dru id, or 
magic-user according to which character first exam ines it). If 
the lid of the chest is opened, a cloud of fire will englobe all 
within 1 O' of the chest, doing 6 dice of damage, with no 
saving throw. All but one of the copper coffers contain 
unguents and the like: coffer #3 contains 6 pieces of very 
fine, gem set gold jewelry worth 7,000 to 10,000 g.p. each, 
and a jeweled pendant with a stone which has flashes of 
color appearing f rom its inky depths (it is a wizard eye 
device fashioned by the Drow, and allows them to see 
through it). The drawers in the chest contain worthless 
personal articles, except the fifth drawer from the bottom; 
there under some underthings Queen Frupy has concealed 
3 potions-fire giant control (to be used by her on the King, 
of course). a delusion potion, and a mammal control 
potion. 

6. CHAMBER OF THE KING'S GUARDS: 4 fire giants (H. P. :  63, 61 , 59, 
58) resting before assuming active duty with Snurre-but all 
sleep lightly. They wear chain shirts (AC 2). There are 4 cots 
and four stools in the chamber. Under each cot are 2 lockers, 
each containing clothing and 1 ,000 to 3,000 g.p. Each 
guard carries 12 base 100 g. p. gems in a belt pouch,  and 
each is armed with throwing hammer (cf. 3.) and sword. A 
table in the center of the room has several plotters and 
flagons on it-all worthless-along with a small tun of wine 
and a cheese covered with mold (inside the cheese there 
are 48 100 g.p. gems, for it is the repository for the wealth of 
"on duty" guards). There ore 1 2  bou lders in the entry hall, 6 
along either wall. 

7. KI NG SNURRE'S PRIVATE QUARTERS: The great iron doors to this 
place bearthe blazon of the flam ing skul l .  6 hell hounds (2 of 
6 hit dice, 2 of 5, and 2 of 4; H .P.: 33, 30, 25, 22, 1 8, 1 7) roam the 
outer hall. The walls here are set with torched cressets and 
draped with crude tapestries. There are 6 chairs and 2 
benches along the walls, and 3 tables are interspersed, 
each with a keg of ale, beer, or mead and leather or horn 
drinking vessels at hand. 8 normal shields and 8 normal 
swords decorate bare patches on the walls. There is a step 
up just at the pillar of reddish stone which ends the forehall 
and marks the entry to the chamber proper. 

The bedchamber of the King contains a huge bed, a table, a 
small throne of ebony and 3 lesser chairs, a tall cabinet, 4 
trunks, an iron chest at the foot of the bed, and a bench near 
the entry. The floor is covered with pelts, and the walls are 
hu ng with tapestries (worthless) and trophies: 2 shields, an 
axe, 4 swords, a flail (used to subdue the pyrohydra at 8.) 
and a hammer-all sized for giants and otherwise normal .  A 
ledge on the south wall at 9' above the floor holds 39 skul ls 
(hum an, dwarven, elven , giant,  and other various and 
sundry monsters and creatures). 8 helmets and helms, and 5 
sets of armor (2 human. 1 dwarven, 2 elven, of chain, splint, or 
plate as desired) of no particu lar worth. The 8 fu r pelts on the 
bed are worth from 1 ,000 to 4,000 g.p. each. The containers 
in the room hold nothing but the personal gear (clothing, 
footwear, and bits of armor) of King Snurre. On the table are 
bits of carved ivory, some teeth of animals, bits of wood, and 
some stones (1 is 1 ,000 g.p. base value block of carnelian). 
Together these items serve the king as a divination device
quite worthlessly, of course. Flam ing jets of gas and a huge 
iron braz ier fu ll of glowing coals light the whole place in an 
eerie manner. The secret door to the north is very well 
concealed, and it can be located only 1 in 1 O by magical 
means, never by such normal means as possessed by an elf, 
for exam ple. (The same is true of the door to 8., but magical 
means locates it 1 in 4, as it is not as well concealed and is 
only 1 '  thick.) A projecting stone to the left oflhe secret door, 



1 2' above the f loor, is pushed in to cause the 4' thick portal to 
pivot to form an opening 4' wide on either side, and 1 O' high. 

8 .  CAVE: A 1 0-he??ed pyrohydra lurks to either the north (1-3) 

?r s�uth (4-6) 1f 1t hears any creature coming up the steps to 
its la1�. It attacks by surprise 3 in 6 normally. It is very vicious, as 
the King beats it and torments it for fun,  and it hopes to take 
revenge on virtually any other living thing. It attacks by biting 
( 1-10 h.p./head) on the f irst attack. It breathes f ire for 1 to 1 o 
hit points of damage/ head also. 

9. K IN� SNURRE'S TREASURE CAVE : (Note that there is a chimney 
up 1n the southeastern wall. ) The cave is f i l led with stuff-a 
pile of 28,000 c.p., 3 mounds of 4-16 worthless tapestries and 
furs, several dozen bales of valueless cloth, scores of various 
vessels and containers, and urns and vases of pewter and 
brass and bronze (plus 12 of silver and 6 of gold worth 200 to 
1 ,200 g.p. each) .There are 8 iron trunks, 6 chests, and 5 large 
coffers also: 

Container 

Trunk #1 

Trunk #2 

Trunk #3 

Trunk #4 

Trunk #5 

Trunk #6 

Trunk #7 

Trunk #8 

Chest #1 

Chest #2 

Chest #3 

Chest #4 

Trunks are about 7' x 5' x 4'. 

Chests are about 5' x 3' x 2'. 

Coffers are about 2' x 1' x 1 ' .  

Trap Device 

None, but locked 

None, but locked 

None 

Blade in lid chops down 
as fire giant for 3-24 h.p. 
of damage-it will ruin 
2 cubic feet if it misses 
the players. 

None, but locked 

None 

None, but locked 

Holds 9 large asps of 
6 h.p. each with +2 poi
son; invisibility hides 
all contents, including 
asps. 

Contains weakness 
gas which will form a 
1 O' radius cloud. 

None, but locked 

Squirts acid when it is 
opened (any before it 
take 3-1 2 h.p. dam
age), armor or other 
wear must be diced 
for to save or is des
troyed; acid jet is 3' 
wide by 1 2' long. 

4 spikes fire forward, 
4 backwards, 4 sides 
(each), as fire giant to 
hit, causing 2-1 2 h .p. of 
damage each, 1 5' 
range. 

Contents 

72,000 s.p. 

Empty 

60,000 c.p. hiding a sack 
at the bottom with 11 
pieces of jewelry ( 1 ,000 
to 1 0,000 g.p. value 
each). 

3 cubic feet of silk worth 
3,000 g.p. per cubic foot. 

8 pieces of rare wood 
inlaid with mother of 
pearl worth 1 ,000 g.p. 
each (each is mace
sized). 

1 3,000 e.p. 

1 2  fine ivory tusks each 
weighing 2,000 g.p. and 
worth 1 ,500 g.p. 

6 pieces of 1 ,000 to 4,000 
g.p. value jewelry 

Empty 

Rocks 

12 potions and 8 scrolls, 
determined at random 
(no poison, delusion, 
or cursed items) . 

1 7,300 g.p. 

5 

Chest #5 

Chest #6 

Coffer #1 

Coffer #2 

Coffer #3 

Coffer #4 

None, but locked 

Lock and handles have 
contact poison +6 on 
them, all who touch 
thus save at -6. 

4 poisoned needles 
shoot inwards from 
sides when treasure is 
lifted and have a 25% 
chance of hitt ing any 
member thrust inside. 

None, but locked 

None, but locked 

See the treasure 

Empty. 

1 black cloak, 1 pair of 
black boots, man-sized, 
give 75% chance to be 
invisible/move silently in 
dungeons. 

72 gold rings worth 20 
g.p. each, but #4 is a 
ring of protection +3, #8  
i s  a ring of contrariness, 
#21 a ring elemental of 
command of water, #26 
a ring of delusion with 
contact poison inside 
(no saving throw), and 
#56 is a ring of 3 wishes. 

1 ,325 p.p. under a layer 
of coppers. 

Packets of leaves and 
seeds and husks-hot 
spices worth 9,000 g. p. 
for the lot. 

7 highly crafted, carved 
statues. of unknown min
eral and workmanship; 
each strange idol brings 
a (cumulative) -1/ +1 
curse to its possessor 
when it is carried, the 
curse affecting all hits. 
damage, saves. etc. in 
the worst application of 
the -/ + on the dice-all 
radiate a dim evil force. 

Coffer #5 None, but locked 39 base 1 ,000 g.p. gems 
underneath a layer of 
266 base 1 0  g.p. gems, 
topped by 500 1 g.p. 
gems of good size and 
fine appearance. 

These locks cannot be picked by thieves and must be opened by 
"bending bars" or knock or magic missile spell. 



1 0. ARSENAL COMPLEX: 2 fire giant guards (H.P. : 60, 57) are 
always at the ready here. If summoned or attacked, they 
bring the chimera at 1 1 . , if they can. Each has a spear, sword, 
and 3 throwing rocks at hand. There are torches to provide 
light and a bench in the place. 

A. Th is wing contains 30 huge swords, 2 ballistae, 44 spears, 
1 8  throwing hammers, 6 maces, 9 great axes, and a 
quantity of giant-sized throwing boulders. Hidden in the 
far southwestern corner under the spears is a +1 longbow 
and a quiver of 20 +1 arrows. 

B. Th is wing contains another supply of stones for use as 
missiles, 1 1  massive clubs, 1 7  fire giant helmets, 3 chain 
sh irts, and 1 7  studded leather jacks-all armor for giants, 
of course. There are also 1 7  giant-sized shields here; one is 
a -2 shield of missile attraction. 8 big barrels of oil are 
stored at the southern end of the place. 

1 1 .  CHIMERA PEN: The fire giants keep a large (H.P. :  55) chimera 
here. th is creature will attack on sight, as it hates everyone 
except fire giants. It h as no treasure. 

1 2. ADVISORS' CHAMBER: 8 gnoll servants/bodyguards (H.P.: 1 5, 
1 4, 1 3, 2x1 2, 2x1 1 ,  1 0) are lounging here, for they obey only 
the commands of the Advisor or the King or Queen. The 
chamber contains a mixture of small, medium, and large 
furniture. There is a small table, a plush chair with a footstool, 
and a couch in small size. There is a long table, 2 benches, 2 
chairs, and 1 2  chests sized for man-like creatures. There are 4 
h uge chairs, a table, and a footstool sized for giants. There 
are rugs on the floor, tapestries on the walls, and bronze 
cressets with flaming torches. The chests contain the bed
rolls, personal gear, and 200 to 800 g.p. treasure of each 
gnoll-chests #3, #8, #1 0, and # 1 2  contain bottles of wine 
and spirits and are locked. The Advisor is a grossly fat but very 
strong and quite fast renegade mountain dwarf , one Obmi. 
He is in h is spartan study, room A: 

A: Obmi (H.P.: 79; Strength 1 8/94, Intelligence 1 8, Wisdom 
1 8 , D exterity 1 6, C onstitution 1 7 , Ch a risma 1 6  ( 1 8) ;  
f ighter/th ief o f  level 9/1 1 )  i s  h erei n  a t  work on th e 
problems besetting h is King. He has been Snurre's advisor 
for 25 years, spending 5 years as a slave before that. He is 
armed only with a dagger h idden in h is boot, hard at 
several scrolls on the plain wooden desk in the room. 
There is a case against the north wall which contains 
various maps, scrol ls ,  etc., all written in fire giant or  
dwarvish. He uses a plain wooden box as  a footstool, and 
it seemingly holds old clothes of h is, but in a false bottom 
are h idden gems whose base values are: 2 5,000 g.p., 
8 1 ,000 g.p. 23 500 g.p., 41 1 00 g.p., and 1 8  50 g.p. Also in 
the cell is a rude wooden pallet he uses to rest on. Note: 
The door to th is study appears to be locked from the 
outside. (Obmi is very clever . . .  ) He has a peep hole, 
and if he sees intruders who are winning he will yell for 
them to help h im. The dwarf will claim that the giants have 
held him-a prince-captive for 1 0  years, trying to trick 
information out of h im, or to subvert his loyalty to dwarf
dom, when torture failed. He will further claim that several 
h umans in black robes aid the giants in their questioning. 
Finally, he will ask to be allowed h is armor and weapons 
in order to gain sweet revenge upon Snurre, for he knows 
exactly where the King will be! If worst comes to worst, 
Obmi will bolt for room B. and bar the door. 

B: Obmi's Chamber: Here he has a soft bed, a small stand, a 
table and chair, a cabinet, 2 iron chests, an arming rack, 
and stores of food and ale. His +2 armor and +2 shield are 
laid out on a rack near the door, and his +1 axe and +3 
hammer are on the wall  above. Underneath the armor 
are h is gauntlets of ogre power ( +6 on h.p. of damage he 
inflicts, +2 on h is striking ability). His ring of invisibility is on 
the small stand near h is bed. Chest #1 contains 8,493 g.p. 
Chest #2 holds 904 p.p. and a silver ewer and silver bowl, 
each set with 9 base 1 00 g.p. and 3 base 500 g.p. gems 
(value 3,000 g.p. each as jewelry). Upon entering the 
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room he will palm the ring, don the armor, put on the 
gauntlets, thong the axe to h is belt, heft the h ammer, and 
hold the shield. At first opportunity he wil l attack the party 
and raise a hue and cry for help, but he will do so only 
when he knows help will be able to come. He knows a bit 
about the Drow, and he will bargain that, or anything else, 
to save his life. If faced with no quarter to be given, he will 
fight to the very end. 

1 3. COUNCIL ROOM: The King and his council meet here, but 
the place is now empty. There is a long table and 5 great 
chairs around it. Against one wall is a stepped platform with 
a small chair beside it. There are h ides covering parts of the 
polished black floor, and rude tapestries adorn the walls. 
There are several torches in the room, but none are lit. 

A. Alcove: Within is a table with a flat chest upon it. If the 
chest is lifted or moved, 6 poisoned arrows shoot from the 
north wall, striking at the same hit probability as fire giants 
have, and inflicting 2-8 h.p. of damage. The arrows strike 
th e south wal l  and shatter if they m iss interpos ing 
creatures. The chest i s  locked and full of stones. There i s  a 
map of the area hanging on the wall. There are large 
ch ests against both the north and south walls ,  the 
northern one filled with 8,438 s.p., the southern one with 
4,1 88 g.p. and 6 bone batons with runes of fire giant upon 
them. Each is a pass saying: "OFFICIAL BUSINESS ON 
BEHALF OF KING SNURRE THE FEARSOME" .  Both chests are 
locked, of course. 

B. Alcove: 4 extra chairs are stored here, and a h uge cabinet 
holds 83 scrolls and 367 pieces of paper or parch ment. 
Most are worthless, but the 68th scroll tube contains a set 
of instructions for the King, tell ing him to gather forces of 
h il l ,  stone, frost, and fire giants, along with whatever 
strength he can raise in ogres, ogre-magi, cloud giants, 
and any other creatures for ·an all-out attack on the 
provinces to the east and northeast. The scroll promises 
powerful help from "Drow" .  It is signed "Eclavdra". The 
papers are message copies to and replies from various 
types of giants and others already mentioned above. 
One says: "The fire giant of stone left and left elbow," in 
dwarvish .  

1 4. DOOR GUARD : 2 fire giants with swords stand guard here at 
all times. Each has 58 hit points. 

1 5. KITCHEN: The place is typically filled with busy workers: 1 fire 
giant matron (H.P. :  60, fights as a male) who is huge and fat, 
4 fire giantess servants (H .P.: 44, 40, 39, 37), and 1 2  gnoll 
thralls (H.P.: 14, 1 2, 3x1 1 ,  2x1 0, 4x9, 8). There are benches, 
counters, a table, several stools, 3 cupboards, various bins 
and barrels, and miscellaneous kitchen gear around the 
place. The area to the east is a natural fire pit, where flaming 
gases are used to roast whole creatures. The circle to the 
northwest indicates where a 6' diameter chute goes down to 
the lava pool on level #2. It is slippery and greasy from 
garbage, and it empties 2 '  above the lava. The servants and 
gnolls wil l fight only under the direction of the matron. 

1 6. STORAGE CHAMBER: Th is place is jammed full of barrels of 
ale and mead, boxes, sacks, hampers, smoked sides of 
meat, smoked fish , cheeses, sausages, etc . There are 
smaller boxes of salt, and spices (worthless hot peppers) in 
a copper container. There are tuns of wine and casks of beer 
near the door. Heaps of hard bread are everywhere. 

1 7. GUEST CHAMBER: The doors to th is room are closed on the 
outside by a great bar, as King Snurre does not fully trust the 
3 rakshasas (H .P.: 40, 39, 36) who are the "guests" therein. 
Naturally, the party entering will see the three creatures as 
trusted friends and associates. There are 4 beds, 2 tables, 
2 chairs, 2 stools, 2 wardrobes, 3 chests, and 1 foot stool ( in 
reality a chest with an illusion cast upon it) , rugs, tapestries, 
and flaming torches in the place. There is no apparent 
treasure in the place, but each rakshasa carries 1 00 to 400 
g.p. and 2 to 1 2  1 00 g.p. base value gems. The disguised 



chest holds a jeweled sceptre worth 1 0,000 g.p., 4 potions 
(extra-healing, undead control, ESP, and invulnerability), 
and a scroll of 5 cleric spells (detect lie, true seeing, 
continual darkness, cure critical wounds, and symbol of 
persuasion). 

1 8. BARRACKS: Currently only 6 fire giants (H .P.: 62, 59, 57, 54, 53, 
50) are housed here. They typ ica lly lounge a round 
sharpening weapons and telling lies about their amatory 
prowess. There are 8 cots, 8 stools, and 8 hampers in the 
place. Each cot is heaped with skins. The hampers contain 
the giants' personal gear. Pegs on the walls hold their bags 
and cloaks. There are 5 clubs, 3 axes, 6 spears, and 8 shields 
scattered about. The place is lit by flaming gas jets. There is 
no treasure around, but one of the clubs is hollowed out to 
hold the " boys" ' party fund: 1 49 p.p., 271 g.p., 1 60 e.p., 
233 s.p., 1 84 c.p., and 31 1 00 g.p. gems. 

1 9. GIANTESS' QUARTERS: 8 fire giantesses (H.P.: 45, 43, 3x41 , 2x40, 
38). This torchlit chamber has 1 2  cots, 8 stools, 8 boxes, a 
table, a bench, and pegs with various garments and the like. 
Each giantess wears 1 to 3 pieces of silver jewelry worth 1 00 
to 400 g.p. each, but worth only 1 /1 0th value if harmed. 

20. COMMUNAL QUARTERS: 5 giantesses (H .P.: 50, 47, 43, 41 , 39) 
care for 1 5  young giants and giantesses (H .P.: 33, 31 , 2x30, 
28, 27, 2x26, 2x25, 22, 21 , 1 9, 1 7, 1 6) .  All have weapons (kids' 
toys for the youngsters) and wi ll fight. There are 6 cots and 1 2  
bunks along the walls. I n  each wing is a bench, 3 chairs, 6 
stools, 1 long table, and various boxes, hampers, and 
cupboards. The only treasure in the place is the giantesses' 
gold jewelry: each wears 1 -3 pieces worth 200 · 800 g.p. 
each, 1/1 oth value if harmed. 

21 . ENTRY HALL TO THE KENNELS: 6 young hell hounds (5 dice; 
H .P.: 30, 27, 26, 24, 22, 2 1 )  scuffle and play hereabouts. They 
are part of the pack at 22. and will flee to there by the safest 
route if threatened. 

22. KENNEL CHAMBER: 4 large (7 dice; H.P. :  47, 45, 42, 40) , and 2 
medium (6 dice; H.P. : 37, 34) hell hounds are here. If the 
young at 21. a re attacked and yelp, the six beasts will split 
into two g roups, half circling southwest, the other half circling 
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south and then west. They love the i r  handler  at 23 .  
No treasure. 

23. KENNEL KEEPER'S QUARTERS: Here dwell the Keeper and his 
wife (H .P.: 68, 59). These fire giants will rush to the aid of their 
charges if they hear a commotion outside. Each has a 
sword and club. (The Keeper's wife fights as a male due to 
her size and strength. the Keeper fights at +1 to hit and +3 
damage) . Their chamber contains a large bed, a table, 2 
chairs, a bench, a chest, a cabinet, 3 barrels (beer and ale), 
2 buckets, and a crate (dried meat for the hounds). There 
are torches burning. Pegs hold wearing apparel and 2 bags. 
The second bucket has a false bottom which holds 1 99 p.p. 
and 68 50 g.p. base value gems. There is a shield, axe, and 4 
javelins of lightning on the wall to the north. There are hides 
and pelts on the floor and walls. A number of skins and furs 
are heaped on the bed and bench. One of the 6 on the 
bench is a hell hound hide which allows the wearer to 
appear to all observers as a hell hound, and if it is worn for 3 
full turns the wearer gains the abilities of a 7 dice hell hound. 
If it is worn for 8 consecutive hours, the wearer becomes a 
true hell hound, and remains such forever. This magical pelt 
is used to wrap a -2 cursed sword. There are 3 other hell 
hound hides in the chamber, all quite normal. 

24. GUARD POST: 2 fire giants are on duty here at all times. Each 
has 59 hit points, is armed with sword and spear, and has 4 
boulders nearby. An iron cyl inder near the north wall is struck 
to sound the alarm if intruders are seen. 

25. BARRACKS: 8 fire giants (H.P. : 73, 65, 58, 56, 2x55, 54, 51 ) 
loafing and gaming. There are 1 O cots, 1 0  chests, a table, 2 
benches, 4 stools, and a large wardrobe about the place. 
There are several pegs here and there, and they hold cloaks. 
capes. shields, and 5 bags. There are only worthless giant 
items in the chests and other containers. The guards here 
have swords and spears. The largest fights with a +3 battle 
axe (man-sized) after throwing his spear. There are also 21 
boulders in the place. The easternmost of the three pillars  
has a secret door and contains 7.842 g.p. and 3 pieces of 
gem-studded jewelry worth 1 ,000 to 8,000 g.p. each. 



KEY TO LEVEL #2 

Wandering Monsters: 

Encounter occurs 1 in 1 0  (d1 0), check each turn .  

1. 2 fire giants and 2 fire giantesses 

2. 2 tr olls escort ing 3 hil l , 2 stone, or 2 frost giants 

3. 4 tr olls with 4-1 6  gnolls (ar med) 

4. Dr ow fighter/ magic-user (7 / 7) with 2-8 werer ats 

Encounter Areas: 

1. HALL  OF DEAD K I NGS:  Th i s  dar k  ha l l  conta ins  20 h u ge 
sarcophagi ( lettered A-T) standing upr ight along the walls, 
and 4 even larger ones (lettered U-X) lay upon the floor. Those 
upon the floor are of stone. and U and V have stone likenesses 
of fire giants carved upon their lids, while W and X are blank. 
Those that line the walls are stone (A, B, C, F, G, H, J, O, P, Q), 
ir on (D. E), bronze ( I, K,  L. M, N, R), and brass (S, T). All of them 
bear likenesses of fire giant kings and queens ( 1 3  and 1 1  
respectively). Examination will reveal that these burial vaults 
contain only the remains of the king or queen, molder ing 
garments, a few corroded weapons, and simi lar things. 
(Wererat gr ave robbers have taken anything of value long 
ago.) The secret tunnel in the southeast cor ner is about 2' 
diameter. It tw ists and tur ns so that any person using it will lose 
all sense of direciton. It exists on level #3 at area 2. 

2. ETTIN GUARDS' CHAMBER: 4 ettins (H. P. :  53, 49, 48, 46), who are 
not on duty but generally serve as guards at level # 1 ,  location 
2. 2 are asleep and the other 2 are quite alert. Each is ar med 
with morning star ( +1 ) and spear , although those sleeping 
have their weapons to the side. The ·c hamber has a r ude 
table, a bench, 2 stools and 4 cots. Torches light up the place. 
There are 9 pegs holding clothing and 6 bags. In the far 
cor ner is a hamper with 6 sacks of coppers, each sack 
holding 5, 1 00 to 5,800. This is the ett ins' accumulated pay . . . 

3. V I S ITORS'  CHAMBER :  Th i s  room houses 4 stone g iants 
(H.P.: 47, 45, 44, 40) who have been working for the King as 
engineers. Each has a club, and there are also 1 1  boulders  in 
the place. The room is torchlit and contains 4 cots, 4 stools, 4 
lockers,  a table, a big barrel of beer, and pegs holding 
clothing and 4 sacks. A haunch of meat is on the table along 
with var ious mugs and platters of tin. Each giant has 1,000 to 
4,000 g.p. and 3-1 2 base 1 00 g.p. gems. 

4. STORAGE ROOM: This area has been cleaned out to serve as 
quarters  for either 5 hil l  giants (H.P. : 46, 40, 38, 37, 36) club 
ar med, or the hil l  giant Chief (H. P. :  64, AC 2; fights as a frost 
giant), h is wife (H .P. :  41; fights as a male hil l  giant), and 1 or 2 
cave bears (H.P.: 42 for the Chiefs bear, 35 for his wife's) if they 
survived Module G 1. I n  the for mer case the room will have 5 
heaps of skins for bedding, a table, 2 benches, and 2 chests. 
In the latter case the place will have 2 cots, 2 tr unks, a chain, 2 
stools, a table, and a coffer . Usual hi l l  giants will have only 200 
to 1,200 g.p. each. The Chief will have br ought along whatever 
he could salvage and carry here. In  any case, the room is 
i l luminated by 4 torches set in wall cressets. 

5. COMMUNITY QUARTERS CHAMBER: In this lar ge area are 
housed the following fire giants-1 "ser geant" (H.P.: 66), 3 
other males (H. P.: 60, 58, 55), 6 females (H.P. :  53, 50, 47, 44, 41 , 
40), and 8 young (H .P.: 37, 36, 33, 28, 25, 23, 20, 1 7). There are 2 
large beds, 5 cots. 7 bunks, 2 large cabinets, 2 tables. 4 chair s, 
4 stools, 3 buckets, 4 chests, 6 hampers. a crate, and 3 small 
boxes here and there. There are torches on the walls as well as 
pegs holding clothing and 7 bags. Miscellaneous gear, 
eating utensi ls, and odds and ends are scattered about the 
place, too. Each male has 200 to 400 g.p. in his bag, and the 
females have 1 00 to 300 g.p. each hidden in their per sonal 
areas. All are ar med with var ious weapons. even the young, 
and there are 20 throwing rocks in the chamber. 

6. SMITHY: You might wish to announce that a hammer ing, 
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obviously of metal on metal, occasionally is hear d in this 
area. In  any event, the hall outside this place is tinged a 
bloody red with the light from the lava bed and gas jets in the 
smithy. A knotty-limbed, burly fire giant (H .P.: 70) is wor king 
here. He is the weapon and iron smith. H is exceptional 
strength gives him +2 to hit and +4 h.p. damage. The molten 
lava is used to heat the items he wor ks. With him are 2 tr olls 
(H.P. : 40, 38) who serve as his assistants. About him are 3 giant 
swords, some var ious pieces of ar mor , and several axe and 
spear heads. He is fashioning a special mace ( 1 to 1 2/ 1 to 8 
versus man-sized/ larger opponents), one of black metal 
which is a +4 magical weapon he is merely doing a bit of 
r epair wor k on. If he is attacked, ther e  is a 2 in 6 chance per 
melee round that he will toss the mace into the lava bed and 
destr oy it if the encounter is going against him. 

7. TORTURE CHAMBER: The steps lead down to this cluttered 
room with a 50' ceiling (which enables even very tall victims to 
be hung in chains well above the floor ) .  V ision range is 1 5'. 
The King's Torturer (H .P. : 59) and the Royal Headsman (H.P. : 
63) are playing knucklebones with stakes of 7 pieces of 
jewelry (1 .000 to 4,000 g.p. value each), and 2 piles of gems 
( tota l l i ng 68 base 1 0  g .p .  and  39 base 50 g .p . ) . The 
Headsman has his gigantic axe at hand-a +2 weapon only 
when a creature at least as strong and massive as he is 
employs it. If he hits with a natural 20, he severs an ar m (1 or 2), 
a leg (3), or a head (4, 5, or 6). Damage fr om the weapon is 
1 2  to 42 ( 1 Od4 +2) hit points. The Tort urer has a sword near by. I f  
both are meleed, they wi l l  react as follows: The Torturer will 
grab his opponent and attempt to throw him or her into the 
irofl moidw (position shown by a circled A) and slam it shut 
(causing 1 0  to 1 00 hit points of damage to the victim and 
tr apping him or her therein until released). This r equires a "to 
hit" score success (which indicates that the grab and hur l  
score were successful) plus another successful "to h it" score. 
this time at +4, to slam the device shut. If the Headsman is 
closely pressed he wil l  grab and toss his opponent down the 
well (position shown by a circled letter B), thus inflicting 9d6 of 
damage (but modified by discarding all 6s rolled, as the 
water 90' below breaks the fall, so actual damage will range 
fr om 0 to 45) and trapping the victim, possibly to drown. The 
Headsman requires only a "to hit" success to do this. The 
Torturer will likewise follow this course of attacking, tossing as 
many victims as possible down the well until the room is 
cleared of opponents. The Headsman will generally use his 
axe. The stairway and the torture chamber are lit by torches. 
The chamber contains a large rack, a smaller one, and 5 
other pieces of appropr iate equ ipment, in addition to the iron 
maiden and well. Var ious chains, bars, irons, whips, ropes, 
wir es, and the like are festooned about it. A table, 2 chair s, a 
stool, and a large barrel of ale complete the picture. 

CELLS: All cells are indicated by a "C" preceded by the cell 
number . "G" is the guardroom for the cell complex. Cells 
have r ings set in the walls, chains, buckets, and straw 
heaps. 

1 c. E lven female for sacrifice in the Temple. She is of highly 
noble birth and will send her r escuers 1 0,000 g.p., 20 +1 
arrows, an arrow of giant slaying, and a set of cloak and 
boots of elvenkind if she escapes. The r ewar d will come 
from 1 to 2 months after she leaves to r eturn home. 

2c. 8 male elves meant for sacrifice in the Temple. They are 
nor mal elves only. 

Jc. Merchant being held for ransom. He is a nor mal human, 
and he cannot pay. 

4c. Empty cell. There is a one-way invisible door at the back of 
this cell which opens only with a key held by the Drow at 
1 2. 

Sc. 2 noble centaurs (H.P.: 30, 27) imprisoned and bound for 
torture and execution. They will offer at least minimal help 
to any who free them. 

6c. Empty cell. 



7c. 3 gnolls being punished for insubordination. 1 is dead. 

Sc. Empty cell. 

9c. Troll (H.P.: 36) being used for torture practice, as it was 
disliked and caused trouble. It is mindless and enraged, 
so it will attack instantly if given a chance, but it otherwise 
sits motionless. It hits with a +1 bonus for both attack 
probability and damage. 

1 Oc. 7 gnolls (H .P.: 1 4, 2x13, 12, 2x1 1, 9) caught stealing gold. 
They will not help any creature, and if freed they will simply 
run away as fast as possible. 

11  c.  2 human skeletons. 

1 2c. Human female ( 1 1th level thief: H.P.: 61; Strength 15, 
I ntelligence 15, Wisdom 8, Dexterity 1 8, Constitution 1 6, 
Charisma 17) chained to the wall. She will gladly admit to 
being a thief caught trying to find the King's treasure room, 
and volunteer to aid the party faithfully for a chance to 
escape. If opportunity presents itself, she will heist as much 
in gems and magic as she can and then slip away, but 
until then she will actually help the party. Of course, during 
this time she will be casing each character to learn what 
he or she carries . . . 

1 3c. Fire giant (H.P.: 82) hanging in chains as punishment for 
failing to be properly deferential to Snurre. He is Bolde, the 
King's chief lieutenant, and he will do anything to get 
back into Snurre's favor. So he will happily lie to the party 
and tell them he is here because he tried to prevent Snurre 
from taking his current hostile course, and if he is freed he 
c a n  get severa l  other  fi re g i a nts  to a i d  t h e m  i n  
overthrowing and slaying the King. Bolde will betray them 
at his earliest opportunity. He is quite bright, and he will not 
be rash. 

14c. Titan: This unfortunate is chained and drugged. He has 20 
hit dice (126 hit points), is AC -1 , and strikes for 7-42 hit 
points of damage per attack. He is able to employ spells 
up to 6th level clerical. If he were aware, hewou1a nelp any 
party to destroy the inhabitants of this place, although he 
would certainly not mind seeing evil characters in any 
party die also. Only a neutralize poison spell will remove 
the drug from his system before 12 hours time (when it will 
be naturally eliminated). 
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G. GUARD ROOM: 1 fire giant (H .P . :  58) and 3 wererats (H .P. 
22, 1 9, 1 8) in man-form are conversing here. The giant has 
his sword, a spear, and 2 boulders nearby. Each wererot 
has a +1 short sword (no alignment, abilities, etc. ;  these 
are black metal Drow-made weapons which are simply 
very hard and very sharp) and dagger. The room is torch lit. 
and in it are a table. chair, stool, bench, and several kegs. 
On the walls are pegs holding a bag, a cape, a shield, 
keys to the cells, and a shirt. Keg #1 holds small beer, #2  
holds water, and # 3 holds mead. A smaller keg on the 
table holds excellent wine (and also the drug which 
stupefies the titan with a mere quart or so ) . There is a 
loose stone in the floor to the east of the door. It hides a 
cache of 321 e.p., 608 g.p. ,  and 21 2 p.p. The guard wears a 
brooch on his cloak which is set with 6 50 g.p. base value 
gems around 1 of 500 g.p. base value. (He knows nothing 
of the secret tunnel to area 8.) If the encounter seems to 
be unfavorable, the wererats will turn into rats and escape 
down the drain at X in the room, thus alerting the Drow of 
the party. If this happens, the Drow will never be surprised 
by the party. The secret door to the east opens into a 
passage about 1 '  wide and 1 W h igh. It is rough, and a 
man in armor could not hope to pass along its length. 
Even a halfling would have to worm down it. 

8. SECRET ROOM: This place is pitch dark and is the lair of 7 
wererats (H.P.: 24, 21 , 1 9, 1 8 , 16, 1 5, 1 4) armed in the same 
manner as those in the guardroom above. The strongest has 
poison on his dagger, and # 3 and # 7 use it on their swords.  
They will always attack by either surprise ( 1 -3) or com pie re sur pnse 
(4-6). If the encounter is going badly, survivors will flee down 
the stairway to level # 3, area 15. and warn the Drow (cf. the 
wererat action in the guardroom). In the secret room are 3 
very heavy iron chests, all locked, and each has a poisoned 
needle in the latch which hits on a 1 2  or better. Chest # 1 holds 
7 pieces of 1 ,000 to 4,000 g.p. jewelry, 9 pieces of 1 ,000 to 
1 0,000 g.p. jewelry, and 3,200 g.p. Chest #2 contains a poison 
potion, 9,000 g.p., and a scroll of protection from lycan
thropes. Chest #3 fires 2 poisoned darts upwards when the lid 
is opened, the darts hitting AC 10 on a 6 or better, and the 
poison being such that saves are made at -1. The chest is 
empty, but an inscription covered by invisibility is written 
inside the lid, and it shows where a stone in the stairs down 
can be removed to reveal a ring of shooting stars, a rod of 
cancellation, a scrol l  of 7 c leric s pe l l s  ( determine at 
ra ndom) ,  and 6 potions ( heal ing,  diminuation, plus  
randomly determined). A very wel l-hidden secret compart
ment in the lid of the box holding the potions holds pipes of 
the sewers. 

9.-1 1 .  TEMPLE OF THE EYE: Note the illusion walls which screen this 
area. This place is i l luminated by o strange swirling light which 
seems to be part of the very air of the place. Eddies of 
luminosity drift and swirl here and there, causing the whole 
scene to be strange and uncerta in. Distances and dimen
sions are tricky to determine in the shifting light of rusty purple 
motes and lavender rays. Globs of mauve and violet seem to 
seep and slide around. The ceiling of the Temple is out of 
visual range, 50' at the lowest, and well over 65' where it vaults 
upwards. 

9. Giants' Worship Area: Each pillar radiates a sense of 
unease and insecurity (simulate this by making players 
uneasy in whatever way you find best) in a 5' radius. The 
wall to the west is a mural showing giants bowing to a 
cairn of black, offering sacrifices, giving gifts, etc. The floor 
on this side of the column in the center is of porphyry, the 
pillars of serpentine, and their well-polished surfaces 
clash with each other and the strange light as well. The 
scenes on the west wall grow more horrific, showing 
human and giant sacrifice near the altar (north) end. 

1 O. Servants' & Thralls' Worship Area: The polished floor of red 
and black hornblende seems to flow between the 
obsidian pillars which close off this area. Each of these 



pillars radiates mild fear in a 2' radius. and if one is 
touched, the creature contacting it must actually save 
versus fear or run away in  absolute panic. Passing 
between 2 pillars causes the creature to receive 2-8 h .p. 
electrical damage, or double that if wearing metal armor. 
The wall to the east shows a scene of various creatures 
crawling, then creeping, up to huge, vaguely squid-like 
creatures with 1 0  hairy tentacles. In the forefront of this 
mass self-sacrifice are elves and men, but there are also 
dwarves, gnolls, ores, trolls, halflings, ogres, goblins, etc. 
amongst the crowd. Those near the monsters are being 
torn apart and the bloody gobbets eaten as dainty 
morsels. There are 3 of these ghastly things, mottled in  
various shades and tints of purple and violet. 

1 1 .  Priests' Area: The north wall of cloudy purple stone shows 
an amber-like inlay of a huge inverted triangle with a Y 
enclosed in it and touching the sides of the triangle. 
Beneath this, hanging on chains from the ceiling, is a 
black metal triangle and cylinder. The first tier of the area 
is of black stone shot through with veins of violet. The 
second tier is of dark gray stone, with specks of lilac and 
orange and purple. The third tier is dull black stone with 
whorls of plum and lavender and splotches of red. There is 
a great drum of blackened skin and chitinous material 
on the western third of the first tier. On the eastern third of 
this tier stands a rack from which depend 9 silver cylinders. 
(These chime tubes are hollow and are worth 1 ,000 g.p. 
each.) 

On the second tier is a huge stone altar block of dull , 
porous-looking, somewhat rusty black mineral. To either 
s ide of it a re ran ked large bronze braziers wh ose 
corroded green coloration is particularly nauseating in 
this setting. To the left and right of these braziers. set in 
triangular form with the point to the south, are 2 sets of 3 
candelabra, each candelabrum having 3 branches. 
These are made of bronze green with age, and each 
branch holds a fat black candle which burns with a flame 
of leaping lavender and deep glowing purple but never 
grows smaller. 

Nothing save the metal triangle stands upon the third tier. 

If the altar stone is touched by living flesh or hit, it will begin 
to fade in color. and in 3 rounds it wi l l  become a 
translucent amethyst color with a black, amorphous 
center. Any further touch when the altar is thus trans
formed will paralyze a creature touching it for 5 to 20 turns. 
If the drum is beaten, the chimes rung, and the triangle 
struck while the altar is changed, a glowing golden eye 
will swim into view from the stone's writhing center. All 
creatures seeing the eye must roll on the table below 
(d 1 2) to learn their fate: 

1 .  death 

2.  insanity· 

3. rage (attack own party) " 

4. fright and weakness (50% strength loss) ·  

5 .  age 1 to 20 years 

6.-1 2. no effect ( looked away in time) 

·cured by a remove curse spell 

If the 3 tentacle rods (see area 1 2. hereafter) are present 
when the eye appears, however, and the braziers are lit, 
the altar becomes transparent heliotrope in color, the 
black mass at the center grows larger and shows swollen 
veins of purple, and the eye is a fiery red-orange. A 
tentacle will come OUT of the altar and grab the nearest 
living creature. draw it INTO the stone, and whatever it was 
will be totally gone, destroyed. The altar will return to its 
dead state, and atop of it will be the thing most wished for 
by the party - or something which will enable them to 
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attain the end or state they most desire. If a second 
summoning of this Elder Elemental God is made within 
the same day, it will act as follows (d 1 2) :  

1 .  Sieze and devour 1 -4 more creatures and then not 
grant any desires 

2. Strike everyone present totally blind and then not 
grant any desires 

3. Raise the ability score of each character present by 1 
in each category and take no sacrifice 

4.-1 2. Ignore the whole thing 

The large pillar to the east on the first tier is of malachite 
and is covered with graven signs and sigils. If the correct 
pair are touched, the creature touching them will be 
transported to level #3, area 1 8. (You should devise the 24 
glyphs upon this pillar and select which 2 are the trigger 
mechanism.) 

1 2. DROW CLERICS' AREA: The entrance is protected by a power
ful magic spell, a Wall of Tentacles. It appears as rough 
brown-purple stone. This Wall' will require 200 hit points of 
damage to destroy, it is AC -2, and can only be harmed by 
magic wea pons or the fol lowing spel ls :  dispel magic 
removes 50 of its h.p. strength),  disintegrate (destroys 1 00 h.p. 
of its strength), or clerical symbol (of persuasion) which 
allows all those of the same alignment as the cleric who cast 
it, and the spell caster as well, to pass unharmed through the 
Wall of Tentacles. The Wall' has 20 tentacles. each of 20' 
length which strike as 1 0  hit dice monsters and inflict 1 to 20 
points of abrasion and constriction damage. Up to 4 can 
strike one creature at the same time. The wall also has 2 beaks 
which attack as 1 O hit dice creatures and do 1 to 1 0  hit points 
of damage and are poisonous. Drow can freely pass through 
it. If any other creature touches the Wall', it will grasp it and set 
off a hissing and champing noise to alert the occupants of 
the chamber beyond it. If the thing if forceably attacked and 
damaged, it will then flail out with its tentacles and inflict 
damage. If it is damaged so as to be less than 1 00 hit points 
strength, or if it is attacked by any type of spell or spell-like 
magic (such as a wand attack) it will generate darkness, 20' 
radius, and begin biting with its beaks if any creature comes 
or is brought close enough. (Note that the dark is only on the 
outside of the Wall'.) 

The inner chamber is lit by sconces with the same non
self-consuming black candles as are in the Temple, so the 
i l lumination is dim and eerie. The walls are hung with purple 
cloth, and the floor is thickly carpeted in black. The inner room 
is screened off from the other by a brocaded hanging of 
black with orange, gold, li lac, and mauve. There are 3 Drow 
herein, each of whom will be detailed hereafter. The ante
chamber is the quarters of 2 lesser priests. In  it are 2 low black 
couches, each inlaid with si lver. To one side is a round table 
and 2 arm chairs. At the foot of each couch is a low table with 
a basin and ewer of jasper (3,000 g.p. value per set). There 
are small stools and enameled coffers also. 2 chests hold 
personal effects. A huge wardrobe of ebony contains the 
clerics' vestments - 2 black underrobes, 2 mauve cassocks, 
and caps and sashes of black with mauve embroidering. 
Coffer #1 holds a scroll with a cleric spell (word of recall) 
and 3 bars of black metal (adamantite worth 3,500 gold 
pieces each)  wh ich  weigh  1 00 g .p .  a piece. Coffer #2  
contains 1 00 o f  each type of  coin, each type in  its own black 
leather pouch, and a pouch of 1 00 base 50 g.p. gems. A 
copper brazier near the door gives off an incense smoke 
which is sweet, cloying, decayed-smelling, disgusting, and 
euphoric all at once. 

The inner room is the sanctuary of the priestess. I t  is candle
il luminated, although two small braziers of black and silver 
are burning also. The walls here have c.ertain tapestries of 
suggestive (or lewd) nature. The furnishings include a large 
bed, 2 small tables, 3 coffers, a buffet, a cabinet. a large 



wardrobe, 2 divans with a low chest between them, a dressing 
table and choir, a large si lver mirror (worth 500 g.p.), 2 
hampers and 2 chests. All furnishings ore of ebony or block 
stone. Si lver in lay is usual .  The wardrobe holds various 
garments and the priestess' vestments of mauve, block, and 
plum, stitched with gold. This garment is set with 1 0  violet 
garnets (500 g.p. each), 1 O topozes (500 g.p. each), 1 O block 
opals ( 1 ,000 g.p. each),  and 1 0  oriental amethysts ( 1 ,000 
g.p. each). (All stones ore shown at base value). Note that it 
is covered with a plain block wrapper to protect it. On the 
dressing table ore 2 combs, a brush, 4 pins, and 1 O unguent 
and cosmetic jars. These items ore of onyx and silver, set 
with tiny gems. Each is worth 200 to 800 g.p. The chests and 
hampers hold her personal effects. The buffet and cabinet 
hold eating utensils, jars of spiritous liquors, tableware, etc. 
A coffer on the low chest between the divans hos a poison 
gos trap (fills the whole area) and contains a scroll of 3 spells 
(gate, unholy word, restoration). A coffer near her bed 
contains 6 potions ( poison, fire giant control, human 
contro l ,  ph i lter of love, polymorph ( self ) ,  ph i lter of 
persuasiveness). Beside her bed on a small table is on ewer, 
basin, and goblet mode from lo pis-lazuli (each is worth 5,000 
g.p. ) .  A small screen of ebony, inlaid with amber (worth 1 ,500 
g.p.) sets off a dressing area in the southeast corner near the 
wardrobe, where a low-bocked choir stands with a gown 
thrown over it. (This effectively hides the use of the secret 
door.) 

The Drow clerics in this chamber ore: 

CURATE #1 : (4th level; H .P.: 24; Strength 9, I ntelligence 1 7, 
Wisdom 1 6, Dexterity 1 6, Constitution 1 5, Charis
ma 1 5; AC 0 = +1 shield, +1 choinmoil, and +2 
dexterity bonus.) This mole Drow is clod in block 
with violet trim.  He is armed with a lesser tentacle 
rod, 4' long, with 3 tentacles of rubbery purple 
substance. When the cleric strikes at on oppo
nent with this rod, each of the arms attacks as a 
3 hit dice monster, +3 bonus, and causes 3 hit 
points of damage. If all 3 strike successfully, the 
victim suffers double damage ( 1 8  h.p.) and is 
slowed for 9 rounds. I t  is activated by the ring 
worn by the cleric. (The ring is of hematite with a 
rune carved on it and is worth 500 g.p.) He hos 
the following spells: 

First Level: cause light wounds, darkness, fear, 
fear, cold 

Second Level: chant, hold person, si lence 
( 1 5' r), snake charm 

CURATE #2: (4th level; H .P.: 24; Strength 1 0, I ntelligence 1 2, 
Wisdom 1 6, Dexterity 1 7, Constitution 1 0, Charis
ma 1 5; AC -1 = +1 shield, +1 choinmoil, and +3 
dexterity bonus.) This mole Drow also hos a ring 
and lesser tentacle rod, but this rod hos arms of 
more reddish color and 3 simultaneous hits 
causes total weakness in either the right or left 
arm, making that member useless for 9 rounds. It 
is otherwise like the other of its kind. His robe of 
block hos pole green trim. The spells he hos 
prepared ore: 

First Level: cause light wounds, cause light 
wounds, fear, curse, cold 

Second Level: chant, hold person, hold person, 
silence ( 1 5' r.) 

EHP'SS: This strangely attractive female is dressed in 
silver-embroidered block garments, with a small 
block metal cop which allows her silver hair to 
float free. She is Eclovdro ( 1 0th level cleric/ 
fighter; H .P . :  60; Strength 1 4, I ntel l igence 1 8, 
Wisdom 1 7, Dexterity 1 8, Constitution 1 0, Charis
ma 1 8; Armor Closs -8 = +3 shield, +5 choinmoil , 
and +4 dexterity bonus). the one who fomented 
all of the trouble. She hos a +4 mace on her belt. 
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She wears a ring of amber set with on amethyst 
(2,500 g.p.) to control her great tentacle rod of 6 
violet arms which strike as 6 hit dice monsters, +6 
bonus "to hit", and inflict 6 h.p. of damage per 
hit. If 3 hit simultaneously, the victim is numbed 
and strikes at -4 on attacks for 3 rounds, and if all 
6 hit simultaneously the victim loses 1 point of 
dexterity, permanently, in addition to being 
numbed for 6 rounds. She hos these spells: 

First Level: cause light wounds, curse, dark
ness, fear, cold, cold 

Second Level: hold person, hold person, know 
alignment, si lence ( 1 5' r. ) ,  
silence ( 1 5' r.) ,  silence ( 1 5' r.) 

Third Level: blindness, dispel magic, prayer, 
disease 

Fourth Level:  cause serious wounds, cure 
serious wounds, poison 

Fifth Level: flame strike, true seeing 

In addition, all of the Drow con employ the 
following spells once per day: 

dancing lights, faerie fire, darkness, detect 
magic, know alignment, levitate 

The EHP'SS is also able to use these spells once 
per day: 

clairvoyance, detect lie, suggestion, dis
pel magic 

These Drow c lerics speak a l l  of the g iant  
tongues, and troll and gnoll as  well. 



1 3. GUEST CHAMBER: 6 frost giants (H:P.: 61 , S9, S8, SS, S2, 49) who 
are messengers from the Jori will be here unless the Jori and 
his wife survived the adventure in their area (Module G 2). I f 
the Jori and his wife (H.P.: 80, 70; AC 1 ,  AC 4) are here, he fights 
as a cloud giant +4, she as a fire giant, and there will be but 2 
of the others in the chamber to serve as guards near the door. 
The place is only dimly lit by a few torches. There are 8 cots, a 
long table, 2 benches, 2 chairs, 3 stools, 2 buckets, 6 chests, a 
large box, and a cabinet in the room. There are hides on the 
floors and pelts on the cots. Pegs hold clothing and several 
bags (2-S) . Each giant has 1 00 to 400 g.p. The Jori will have 
whatever loot he managed to salvage from his stronghold. 

1 4. GUEST CHAMBER: 2 cloud giants (H.P.: 78, 64), a noble and his 
lady (?) from the U lsprue Mountains, have come to hear King 
Snurre tell why his warfare will profit them, and make them 
more powerful. The giants have 2 spotted lions (H .P.: 34, 30) as 
watch-animals at the door. The male has a ring coat (AC 1 )  
and both have great morning stars and throwing boulders 
nearby. The female wears a thick fur garment which makes 
her AC 2. The c h a m ber contains 2 very large beds ,  2 
wardrobes, 2 small tables, a large table, 2 chairs, 2 stools, 2 
buckets, a cabi net, a bench ,  and 4 c hests . There a re 
tapestries on the walls, rugs and hides on the floor, and furs on 
the beds. The place is torchlit. On the small table near the bed 
to the south is a platinum box set with moonstones and sun
stones (value S,000 g.p.). It holds 78 1 00 g.p. base value 
gems, a present to them from the King. 

1 S. TROLLS' CHAMBER: 1 8  troll guards (H.P.: 41 , 37, 3x36, 3S 2x34, 
33, 31 , 3x30, 29, 28, 26, 24, 22) nest here. 4 of their number stay 
in the north passage, and 4 stay in the passage south. Each of 
their positions is shown by an X. The other 1 0  monsters remain 
in the large room. Each has a heap of sticks, bones, hide and 
skin scraps, and other nauseous material. Each has 1 0 to 1 00 
g.p. hidden in their nest. There are dozens of various pole 
arms, morning stars, and swords heaped in the middle of the 
room. These are to arm the gnolls. 

1 6. THRALL PEN: 42 unarmed gnolls (assume each will take 1 0  hit 
points) dwell here. Each has a heap of straw and a hide 
cover. Although not tree, they will never help humans for any 
reason. They will gladly arm to fight intruders if given the 
chance. 

1 7. THRALL PEN: 28 unarmed gnolls (assume 1 2  hit points each) 
dwell here. See 1 6. for details. 
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KEY TO LEVEL #3 
Referee's Notes: Level #3 is all natural, the tunnels and caverns 
s howing  no marks of bei ng hol lowed out except for the 
entranceway to the level from above and where the exit from the 
level is (beyond the River of Lava in the northwest corner). The 
areas of the level are dark and still. Only a few are lit - such as the 
lava cavern and where the fire giants have gathered at area S. All 
passages are at least 1 S' high, small caves are 20' or so from floor 
to ceiling vault, and large caverns are anywhere from 2S' to 7S' 
high (areas 7. and 1 9. - 20. should be treated as among the 
highest). A few patches of phosphorescent growth can be added 
- the light making it possible to see movement across it but not 
sufficient to illuminate an area. If the party were to remain still, they 
might hear water dripping and perhaps a far distant echoing of 
stone striking stone - but only a singular occurrence. As is usual 
with natural areas, do not worry overmuch about describing 
direction of passages and walls of caves and caverns, let alone 
size and shape. Primitive mapping techn iq ues u nder stress 
conditions would develop just about the same sort of chart as 
your players will when they explore this level . . .  wretched, but 
sufficient to get from place to place. If they have made it this far, 
they do not need any help from the DM ! 

Wandering Monsters: 

Encounters occur 1 in 1 2  (d 1 2), check each turn. 

1 .  3-1 2 wandering trolls 

2. 2 fire giants and 2 hell hounds patrolling 

3. 4 Drow watchers, 3 in 4 to pass the party unseen (1  fighter/ 
magic-user of 7th/6th level and 3 2nd level fighters, all armed 
and equipped as is usual for Drow here) 

Encounter Areas: 

1 .  CAVERN:  3 ropers (H.P.: 60, 48, 39) of 1 2, 1 1 , and 1 0  hit dice 
respectively dwell here and conceal themselves amongst the 
natural stalagmite formations. They will be 7S% likely to wait 
until prey is towards the center of the area before attacking. 
Each has 1 base value 1 00 g.p. gem per hit die in its internal 
digestive organ. Note that the cavern is fairly colorful, having 
many reddish, pale yellow, and shin ing blue-gray rock 
formations which glisten in the light of torches or lanterns. 

2. GLOWING CAVE: This small offshoot of the cavern which runs 
north and south is filled with luminous plant growth and 
contains 1 2  hungry fire beetles (H.P.: 2x1 0, 9, 8, 3x7, 2x6, 2xS, 
4). 1 to 4 of their number will be on the ceiling and drop upon 
any creatures entering their lair, always surprising them unless 
1 or more of the party is looking upwards. These creatures 
served as a source of gifts for the frost giants in the past. They 
have no treasure. 

3. CAVERN: As the long cavern hooks eastward and terminates, 
it provides a lair for 2 large fire lizards (H.P.: 66, 54), a mated 
pair of false dragons with a clutch of 3 eggs. Both are quite 
old and their skins are reddish gray with large mottlings of red 
orange, so at first glance they are 80% likely to be mistaken for 
red dragons. Their nest has several dozen shiny rocks, but 
none are gems. 

4. CAVE: 4 hell hounds (H .P.: 41 , 38, 3S, 30) of 7 hit dice are on 
guard here. They will give voice if they detect any intruder. No 
treasure is here. 

S. CAVERN: 8 fire giants (H .P.: 63, 62, S9, S7, S6, SS, S3, 49) are 
stationed here as a guard and reserve by Snurre's order (and 
he got his instructions from the Drow, of course). At either end 
of the place one of their number watches; these positions are 
indicated by a "G". Each giant is armed with a sword, spear, 
and has several boulders nearby for throwing. They have no 
treasure, although there will be piles of hides thrown for 
bedding, a hamper or two, some personal wear, and 8 bags 
in the place. In crisis situations, this is where King Snurre, 
Queen Frupy, and/or other important fire giants and guests 
will retreat to. In  the event they do, there will be whatever 
goods they salvage in the cavern as treasure. 



6. GREAT VAULTED CAVERN. In the middle of this place is a 
permanent illusion of a huge sleeping red dragon atop a 
mound of treasure (cf. 7. below). What is actually there is a 
gorgon (H.P.: 43) which has been charmed and instructed 
to ignore such creatures as hell hounds and fire giants and. 
trolls. It obeys Drow, of course. If any creature speaks to it in 
the common tongue or in the language of red dragons it has 
been instructed to stand quietly but to breathe upon the 
creatures as soon as they are seen and within range. There is 
no treasure in the cavern. 

7. TREASURE TROVE CAVE: Here sleeps a real red dragon, an 
ancient male, very large, with 88 hit points and an armor 
class of -1 . Brazzemal is his name, and he speaks and uses 
spells: 

First Level: detect magic, erase 

Second Level: ESP, mirror image 

Third Level: Invisibility ( 1 0' r. ) ,  protection from normal 
missiles 

Fourth Level: confusion, polymorph (other) 

If the boulder is moved he will certainly awaken and use his 
ESP spell to find out who intrudes upon his privacy. If cornered 
and in desperate straits, the dragon will swear to anything in 
order to save its life. Brazzemal is persuasive and deceitful, of 
course, and his real desire will be to slay and devour the party. 
He has: 

Treasure Item 

1 9,830 c.p. 
46,01 0 s.p. 

8,700 e.p. 
22,475 g.p. 

800 p.p. 

222 base 1 0  g.p. gems 
51 base 1 00 g.p. gems 

31 pieces of jewelry worth 
200-800 g.p. each 

1 1  jeweled weapons, assorted man-sized, 
worth 300-1 800 g.p. each 

1 jeweled necklace worth 2,000 g.p. 

2 silver mirrors worth 300 g.p. each 
1 1  gold service pieces worth 

500 to 3,000 g.p. each 
1 7  silver or electrum service items 

worth 1 00 to 1 ,000 g.p. each 
12 ivory statues with inlays of 

gems and/or precious metals 
worth 200 to 2,400 g.p. each 

4 jade carvings/figurines worth 
1 ,000 to 8,000 g.p. each 

1 idol of bloodstone worth 1 ,900 g.p. 
1 scroll of 7 magic-user spells 

(determine randomly) 
1 (red) dragon slaying sword in jeweled 

scabbard worth 6,000 g.p. (all abil ities 
to be determined randomly) 

1 fire elemental gem 
4 fire resistance potions 
8 jars of rare unguents and perfumes 

worth 200 to 2,000 g.p. each 
1 suit of +4 magic armor sized 

for a human 

Kept 

Loose (in pile) 
Loose, 25,000 in 5 

chests 
Loose 
Loose, 2 chests of 

7,000 each 
In malachite box 

worth 1 ,000 g.p. 
Loose 
In silver egg worth 

500 g.p. 
Loose 

Loose 

In ivory case worth 
400 g.p. 

. Loose 
Loose 

Loose 

Loose 

Chest 

Loose 
I n  crystal casket 

worth 3,400 g.p. 
Loose 

Loose 
Coffer 
Loose 

Loose 

All worthwhile treasures are covered by heaped coins. (To 
search through this pile will take a VERY long time!) N?te thc;it 
Brazzemal has another quantity of gems pressed into his 
stomach to protect it . There are 666 base 1 g.p. gems there. 
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I f  struck by cold or electricity or similar magical attacks, 
from 60% to 90% will be destroyed when he is killed. 

8. CAVE: This is a Drow guardroom, with 1 6th level (H.P.: 35), 2 4th 
level (H .P.: 24, 21 ) and 6 2nd level (H .P.: 1 4, 3x1 2, 2x1 1 )  
fighters. The 3 leaders are equipped with +2 chain and +2 
shield, which with dexterity bonus of +2 gives each AC -2. 
The others are in +1 chain and normal shield, AC 1 with 
dexterity bonus. Each is armed with +1 dagger. +1 short 
sword, and hand crossbow with a belt case holding 9 
poisoned darts. (See the treatise on the Dark Elves herewith 
tor details of this poison.) Two sentries are on duty at all times 
in the entry passage. The Drow are clothed in black capes, 
soft boots of black hide, and wear hoods over their helmets. 
The room has only their bedrolls and some miscellaneous 
gear. Each of the Dark Elves carries 1 to 1 0  p.p. per level. 
Remember the spell ability of these creatures! 

9. WIDE PASSAGE: 1 2  piercers make this their home, and they 
await the unwary prey patiently. The floor of the place is strewn 
with shattered skulls and bones. Amidst these gleaming white 
remains glints a gold necklace set with 5 gems ( 1 500, 2 1 00, 2 
50 g.p.) worth 1 ,  1 00 g.p. The piercers are: 

2 of 1 hit die each; H .P.: 5, 3 

4 of 2 hit dice each; H .P. : 1 2, 1 1 ,  2x1 0 

4 of 3 hit dice each; H.P.: 1 6, 1 3, 2x1 2  

2 of 4 hit dice each; H .P.: 22, 1 9  

1 O. SINGING CHAMBER: This small place has excellent acoustics, 
and the drops of water fal l ing into the pool a long the 
southwestern portion of the wall make a pleasant musical 
sound which can be heard for 60' in  the quiet, and at 30' 
distance in normal conditions. The pool edge is l ined by a 
huge gray ooze blob (H .P.: 24) and another (H.P.: 1 7) lays 
along a ledge 1 1 '  high in the southeast of the place. 

1 1 - 1 3. STINKING CAVERNS: All of these spaces are inhabited by troll 
servants of King Snurre, and the stink which comes from these 
creatures, their nests, and what they leave about is notice
able in the corridor which leads southwest from area 9. Their 
chieftain is in area 1 3. Note how they will support each other. 

1 1 .  1 3  trolls (H.P.: 37, 35, 2x33, 3x30, 2x26, 24, 22, 20, 1 9),  each 
with the typical messy mound of sticks and bones and 
other noisome things. In each nest are 5 to 50 of each 
type of coin. If they hear a disturbance at 1 2. ,  they split 
into two groups and move there to attack. 

1 2. 1 6  trolls (H.P.: 36, 2x34, 33, 32, 31 , 30, 3x29, 2x28, 25, 22, 1 7, 
1 4) as above. They move in 2 groups to area 1 1 .  if they 
hear combat. 

1 3. 27 trolls (H.P. : 41 , 39, 38, 36, 2x33, 4x32, 2x31 , 29, 2x28, 27, 
2x24, 23, 20, 1 8, 3x1 7, 1 6, 1 5, 1 2) .  The chieftain is the 
strongest (41 hit points), and the other 2 strong trolls are 
his lieutenants. If they hear suspicious noises, or if they are 
assau lted, the trolls will use the multiple passages to 
surprise and surround their attackers, leaping upon them 
to tear them to shreds. The 3 leader-types nest in the 
southeastern sprue of the cavern, and each nest will 
contain 1 00 to 400 of each coin type. The chieftain will 
have 5 to 30 gems of base 1 00 g.p. value and a jeweled 
mace worth 6,500 g.p. 

1 4. NARROW CAVERN: This place is striated with layers of blue and 
green and greenish-blue deposits and streaks. There is green 
slime growing on the passage roof and in the pool of water at 
its end. The slime on the ceiling covers about 40' of space 
just south of the pool, and it will drop 1 in 6 per creature p�r 
round, i.e. check for each member of the party under its 
growth area, a 1 on a six-sided die indicating that the slime 
has dropped upon them. There are 36 agates (base value 1 0  
g.p.) in the pool of water, and any creature reaching in to 
get these stones is 50% likely to have the slime attack. The 
slime in the pool blends with the greenish rock of the pool. 



1 5. GRAY CAVERN: This dark-colored place is the Drow strong
point, and 2 guards watch each of the 6 ways which meet at 
this cavern. There are 6 other guards. These 1 8  Drow are al l  
3rd level fighters, each with 18 hit points. Each is equipped 
with +1 shield, +1 chainmail, and has a +2 dexterity bonus, so 
armor class is 0. All 1 8  are armed with +1 dagger, +1 short 
sword, hand crossbow, and 1 0  poisoned darts ( 1  in the 
crossbow, 9 in a belt case). To the east are several higher 
level Dark E lves: 

- 5th level fighter (H.P. : 30) with +2 shield and +2 chainmail 
and a dexterity bonus of +4 = AC -4, armed as above, but 
her sword is +3. 

- 9th level fighter (H.P.: 54) with +3 shield and +3 chainmail 
and a dexterity bonus of 3 for AC -5; she is armed with +3 
short sword, a +3 mace, and an atlatl with a poisoned 
javelin. 

- f ighter/magic-user of 4th/6th level ( H .P . :  30) with + 2  
chainmail and a + 3  ring of protection with a + 3  dexterity 
bonus for an armor class of -3. He is a minor noble with 8 
strength, 1 7  intelligence, 1 2  wisdom, 1 7  dexterity, 9 con
stitution, and 1 2  charisma. He is armed with a +2 short sword, 
a +3 dagger which is poisoned in the usual manner, and a 
wand of viscid globs. The latter weapon is a metallic 
baton which has 79 charges; each blob covers an area of 4 
square· feet with a gummy su bsta nce wh ich a d heres 
various things together - hands to items held, arms to 
shields, members to bodies. That is, whatever is covered by 
it will stick permanently to any other such object. It is cut by 
alcohol, however. The wand has a range of 6". The bond of 
the blob is stronger than the substances bonded, and very 
strong creatures will tear themselves apart trying to get free if 
enough effort is exerted. A saving throw applies (but blobs 
that miss must hit somewhere!) .  He has the following magic 
spells: 

First Level: charm person, charm person, shield, 
ventriloquism 

Second Level: ray of enfeeblement, mirror Image 

Third Level: lightning bolt, slow 

Each Drow has 1 to 1 0  p.p. per level of his or her experience. 
Each above 4th level has 1 base 1 00 g.p. gem per level, 
double if multi-classes. Remember that the Dark Elves have 
innate spell abilities. All have: 

dancing lights, faerie fire, darkness 

Those above 4th level also have: 
detect magic, know alignment, levitate 

All females (2 only here) have: 
clairvoyance, detect lie, suggestion, dispel magic 

1 6. SMALL CAVERN: Note that where the arrows are shown to the 
north of the entry passage there is a metal sphere trap. A fine 
trip wire is set so that as an intruder enters the cavern it triggers 
a torrent of small iron spheres which pour into the last 20' of 
the passageway and first 1 O' of the cavern. These % inch 
diameter balls make a loud noise, and any creature in the 
area has a 5 in 6 chance of falling down for the first 3 rounds 
after they are released, and a 2 in 6 chance for the next 3 
rounds thereafter, unless it instantly stands still and does not 
move its feet. Naturally, still targets are easier to hit, and 
dexterity bonuses are cancelled. Creatures which fall are not 
able to attack, and they lose both shield and dexterity 
benefits. 

There are 9 female Drow in the place. 8 are 4th level fighters, 
special  guards ( H .P . :  28 ,  26 ,  25 ,  3x24, 22 ,  2 1  ) .  Each  i s  
equipped with +2  shield, +2  chainmail, and  has +3 dexterity 
bonus, so armor class is -3. Each is armed with +2 dagger, +2 
short sword, hand crossbow (on belt), case and 9 darts, and 
an atlatl and 3 javelins. Al l  of these missiles are poisoned in 
the usual manner with a paralyzing agent which makes 
victims lose their senses for 2 to 8 turns. These 8 guards protect 
Nedylene, a c leric/fighter noble genera l ly o pposed to 
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anything Eclavdra attempts. She is here to check u p  on her 
rival, and she will be suspicious of any creature entering her 
current abode. On the other hand, she will not be adverse to 
seeing her rival's plans go wrong. Nedylene is an 8th level 
cleric/7th level fighter (H.P.: 48; Strength 1 3, Intelligence 1 5, 
Wisdom 1 7, Dexterity 1 6, Constitution 1 1 ,  Charisma 1 7) clad in 
+5 chainmail, with a +3 buckler (AC -6) .  She is armed with a +3 
mace and a demon staff. (The magical demon staff allows 
the wielder to cause fear in whomever it touches-no saving 
throw, inflict 4-24 hit points of damage which can only be 
healed by the passage of 1 full day of time per hit point upon 
any creature it touches, call forth a Type I demon, or turn the 
holder into a Type Ill demon for 5 rounds. Each of these 
functions operates but once per day, and if the demon 
summoned is slain, the creator of the staff will exact a high 
price.) The latter weapon is a black leather-like staff, very 
strong, and carved with disgusting scenes and vile runes. 
Nedylene has the following spells in addition to those which 
all Drow of her level and sex have in common: 

First Level: curse, cure light wounds, cure light wounds, 
cure light wounds, protection from good 

Second Level: detect charm, find traps, hold person, hold 
person, silence ( 1 5' r.) 

Third Level: blindness, dispel magic, prayer, remove 
curse 

Fourth Level: cure serious wounds, neutralize poison 

1 7. JEWELED CAVERN: If light strikes these formations, the mineral 
deposits here make the place glitter and sparkle as if it were 
sown with jewels. It is breathtakingly beautiful, and is the 
current lair of 3 mind flayers (H .P.: 44, 41 , 38) who have 
decided to see what is going on with their friendly enemies, 
the Drow. They plan to observe events, and the Dark Elves 
ignore them. Each mind flayer carries 2 to 1 2  base 1 00 g.p. 
gems ( bribe money) and they have an amulet of the planes 
and a tome of clear thought in a small black metal box which 
can only be opened by persons of 1 8  or greater intelligence. 

1 8. SMALL CAVERN:  This is a guardroom which is exactly the same 
as area 8. above. Refer there for details. 

1 9-20 . RED CAVERN OF INFERNALNESS: This huge space is lit up in 
reddish light by the bubbling, steaming river of molten lava 
which nows through the place. The cavern stinks of sulphur 
and heated rock, and the temperature there is very hot, 
although a strong draft cools it somewhat. The roof is no less 
than 60' high. 

1 9. Venting gases of name and smoke. Amidst this vaporous 
inferno are 2 salamanders (H .P.: 45, 38) who are enjoying 
a change of clime. The names and smoke make them 
impossible to see beyond 30'. They are totally neutral with 
respect to whom they attack, although they know and 
respect the Drow. They have no treasure. Note that a rope 
bridge is suspended from this area to 20., about 1 5' 
above the lava river. 

20. Secluded section of the cavern which serves as the 
meeting place and council chamber for Eclavdra and 
her minions. Currently at this place are 6 2nd level male 
fighters (H.P.: 1 4, 1 2  3x1 1 ,  1 0) ,  3 4th level female fighters 
(H.P.: 30, 27, 23), and an 8th level female fighter (H.P.: 60) 
particularly favored by Eclavdra. The lesser fighters are 
AC 1 (+1 buckler, +1 chainmail, +1 dexterity bonus) and 
armed with a +1 short sword, +1 dagger, and hand 
crossbow with 1 0  darts. The commander has +3 shield, +5 
chainmail, and a dexterity bonus of +1 (AC -5). She is 
armed with a +2 dagger, a +4 short sword, and a hand 
crossbow with 6 poisoned and 3 magical darts (stunning 
-causes creature hit and all within 1 O' radius to be 
stunned for 1 -4 melee rounds, double that for target 
creature, due to concussion and noise; blinding
effects are the same as the stunning dart due to the flash 
of the d art when it explodes; and vapors -which  



generates a cloud of stinking fog-like vapors 30' x 30' 
x 20' in proportion when it impacts). Note that Eclavdra 
will be here with as many of her followers as survive if things 
go badly on level #2. In addition to bedding and a small 
amount of personal gear, there is a chest holding 2,000 
p.p. and 200 gems of 1 00 g.p. base value hidden under 
an I l lusion to look l i ke a roc k  formation in the far 
northeastern comer of the place. The commander has a 
small coffer which contains 2 speed potions and 2 extra
heallng pot ions .  These wi l l  be used by the Drow i f  
necessary. A constant watch is kept on the east entry to 
the cavern, and if intruders come, the Dark E lvenfolk will 
know of it. If threatened by powerful characters, the Drow 
will flee to safety back down the passage from whence 
they came here, i.e. the one to the north-northwest. This 
way is protected by A: 

A. This is the location of a huge, charmed lurker above 
(H.P.: 63) which causes 2-8 hit points of damage when 
it constricts its victim(s), and it will smother such in but 2 
to 4 rounds. It will fall upon any creatures which pass 
under it after a command is given to it by Eclavdra. 

Equipment for a pair of hoists, derrick-like machines with straps for 
cargo of any sort-even large animals, will be found in nooks on 
either side of the river of lava. It will take several hours to set these 
hoists into working position, but once done they will not be 
disturbed. Your players will be able to move supplies and pack 
animals across the river of lava when they are ready for the next 
adventure! 

(Special Note to the Dungeon Master: If your players have 
enjoyed these scenarios-or simply this single scenario-and 
you intend to continue it with the balance of the modules which 
follow #G 3, their party will find an adamantite tube when they 
search area 20., a scroll, and a map accidentally (?) dropped by 
one of the fleeing noble Drow. The scroll contains a wish spell. The 
map is a continuation of the Drow escape route, showing a vast 
maze of passages on a large scale. There are three cryptic areas 
on it, which could indicate the whereabouts of vast subterranean 
cities or other strange places which are far deeper than any 
dungeon known. This map will be included for your players in the 
next module, DESCENT INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE EARTH, ADVANCED 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS DUNGEON MODULE D 1 ,  and a copy 
with full annotation will be included for the OM.) 

THIS ENDS THE EXPEDITION TO SNURRE'S HALL 
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DROW (Dark Elf) 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare (at best) 
NO. APPEARING: 5-50 
ARMOR CLASS: 4 (and better) 
MOVE: 1 2" (females 1 5") 
HIT DICE: 2 (and better) 
% IN  LAIR :  0 
TREASURE TYPE: Individuals: N(x5) , Q(x2) 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 or 2 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: By weapon type 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: See below 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% (and better) 
I NTELLIGENCE: Mean: H ighly intelligent 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
SIZE: M 
PSIONIC ABILITY: Unknown 

Attack/Defense Modes: Unknown 

Ages past, when the elvenfolk were but new to the face of the 
earth, their number was torn by discord, and those of better 
disposition drove from them those of the elves who were selfish 
and cruel. However, constant warfare between the two divisions of 
elvenkind continued, with the goodly ones ever victorious, until 
those of dark nature were forced to withdraw from the lands under 
the skies and seek safety in the realm of the underworld. Here, in 
lightless caverns and endless warrens of twisting passages and 
caves hung with icicles of stone, the Dark Elvenfolk, the Drow, 
found both refuge and comfort. Over the centuries they grew 
strong once again and schooled themselves in arcane arts. And 
if they were strong enough to face and defeat their former 
brethren in battle, the Drow no longer desired to walk upon the 
green lands under the sun and stars. They no longer desired a life 
in the upper world, being content with the gloomy fairyland 
beneath the earth that they had made their own. Yet they neither 
forgive nor forget, and above all else they bear enmity for all of 
their distant kin-elves and faeries-who drove them down and 
now dwell in the meadows and dells of the bright world. Though 
they are seldom if ever seen by any human or demi-human, the 
Drow still persist, and occasionally they enter lower dungeon 
levels and consort with other creatures in order to work out their 
schemes and inflict revenge upon those who inhabit the world 
above. 

Description: Drow are black skinned and pale haired. They are 
slight of build and have delicate fingers and toes. Their features 
are somewhat sharp and ears are pointed and large, but this 
does not make them unhandsome. Their eyes are very large, 
being all iris and pupil. Male drow are of thin build, about 5' tall, 
have dead black skin and dead white hair, and the irises of their 
eyes are orange to orange-yellow. Females are slender and 
shapely, about 5112' tall, and have glossy black skin and shining 
silvery hair. The eyes of female Drow are amber, though a few are 
said to possess irises of lambent violet. 

The usual Drow fighting/traveling garb includes a pair of black 
boots and a hooded black cloak which comes to the ankles of 
the wearer. The boots are s imply black boots of elvenkind 
manufactured of a different sort of material. The cloaks are woven 
of spider silk and some unknown fiber which combined with the 
s i l k  m a kes them very strong ,  s l i ppery, supp le, and  nearly 
impossible to detect in dungeon-like surroundings. Thus, in boots 
and cloaks the Drow are 75% undetectable unless they are 
moving/attacking within 20', the former in direct view of an 
observer. Drow cloaks are usually not harmed by blows from 
weapons, as they slide aside and do not tear easily, nor are they 
easily burned (+6 on saving throws versus al l  fire attacks). 
However, these garments are very difficult to tailor, and to be 
effective, the cloaks must neither be a bove the ankles nor 
dragging on the ground. Any alteration of a Drow cloak requires a 
saving throw of 76% or better. Less than this score indicates th� 
material frays and will ravel away when worn, so the cloak 1s 
useless. 

Drow wear a fine mesh armor of exquisite workmanship. It is an 



alloy of steel containing adamantite, and even the lowliest 
fighters h ave in effect +1 chainmail, with higher level D row h aving 
+2, +3, +4, or even +5 chainmail. Small bucklers are also used, 
shields of unusual shape, those of greater experience level and 
importance i n  the society h aving bucklers fash ioned of 
adamantite so as to be +1 , +2, or +3 value. 

The extraordinary nature of the Dark Elves' armor and weaponry, 
their magic-like but non-magical plusses, is due only in part to the 
adamantite alloy from which they are fash ioned. The value of th is 
alloy is that when it is exposed to the strange radiation in the D row 
homeland (see MODULE D 3, VAULT OF THE D ROW) for a period of 
a month,  its magical bonuses come to the fore. I f  the item is kept 
from this radiation for more than a month,  it loses the bonus and 
becomes merely a finely made item of normal sort. 

Regardless of the number of D row appearing, there will always be 
one h igher level .  D row males are all 2nd level fighters. Some are 
as h igh as 7th level in fighting ability. Males are also magic-users, 
some as high as 1 2th level. The female D row are also 2nd level 
fighters, some being as h igh as 9th level. Most D row clerics are 
female, and no upper limit to their level of ability is known. No 
male D row cleric is able to go beyond 4th level. 

If more than 1 0  D row are encountered there will be in addition a 
male who is a fighter/magic-user of at least 3rd level. If more than 
20 are encountered, there will be a female fighter/ cleric of  at  least 
6th level clerical ability in addition to the male fighter/magic-user. 
If more than 30 D row are encountered, 1 1  to 1 6  will be females, 
the leader will be a cleric/fighter of at least 8th/7th ability level ,  the 
male fighter/magic-user will be at least of 5th/4th ability level, and 
each wil l  h ave an assistant of levels as previously shown for the 
type in smaller party sizes. 

Somewhere deep beneath the earth there are rumored to be vast 
caverns which h ouse whole cities of these creatures, cities of 
natural and carven stone and minerals, places of weird and 
fantastic beauty, metropolises of the D ark Elves which are filled 
with the precious metals and jewels delved from the very core of 
the earth .  But these delicate crystalline cities are also said to be 
the h aunt of such monsters as the dreaded mind flayer and other 
subterranean h orrors. I t  is told that demons walk freely amongst 
the D row, for the D ark Elves regard them as benefactors and 
friends and so actually consort with them gladly. 

As described , all D row move silently and with graceful quickness, 
even wearing their black mesh of armor. Each Drow carries a 
small amount of personal wealth in a soft leather bag worn 
around the neck beneath h is or her mail. In addition, they arm 
themselves with long dagger and short sword of adamantite 
a lloy (+1 to as h igh as +3 or +4 borne by noblefolk), 50% or more 
carry small crossbows which are held in one hand ( 6" range light 
crossbow) and shoot darts coated with a poison which makes 
the victim unconscious. Save is at -4. They inflict 1 to 3 h it points of 
damage in addition. Some few D row also carry adamantite 
maces (+1 to +5) and/or small javelins (also poisoned) with 
atlatls (9" range, +3/+2/+1 to h it at short/medium/long range). 

D row h ave superior infravision of the 1 2" range variety, move with 
silence and blend into shadows with 75% likelihood of success. 
Th us, they are 75% l ikely to surprise opponents. The D row are only 
1 2112% (1 in 8) likely to be surprised by opponents. They are also 
both intelligent and h ighly coordinated, being able to use either 
or both hands/arms for attack and defense. They make saving 
th rows versus all forms of magic ( clerical included) spells, 
whether from the caster or from some device, at +2. D row magic 
resistance increases by 2% for each level of experience they have, 
with multi-classed individuals gaining th is bonus for but one of 
their classes (the highest). Thus, a 7th level D row is 65% resistant to 
any magic, and he or she will save at +2 against anv magic ""hich 
does affect him or her. 

Because the Drow h ave dwelled so long in the dark labyrinth ine 
places under the surrace of the earth,  they dislike bright light. They 
wil l  not venture forth into daylight except on the cloudiest, 
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gloomiest days. I f  with in the radius of a light or continual light 
spell the D ark Elves are 90% likely to be seen, they lose 2 from their 
dexterity, and all attacks made are at -2 on "to h it" dice rolls - +2 
on saving throws against such attacks as applicable. I f  they are 
attacking targets inside the radius of light or continual light spells, 
the bright i l lumination causes them to suffer a "to h it" dice penalty 
of -1 , and the converse +1 on saving throws against such attacks 
is awarded to the target creatures. If bright light exists, it is 75% 
likely that the Drow will retire from the situation because of the 
il lumination, unless such retreat imperils one of their number or 
would otherwise be harmful to their desired ends or expose some 
important feature to the l ight-bringing intruders. In any event, such 
light sources as torches, lanterns, magic weapons. fire beetle 
essence, or faerie fire do not adversely affect the D ark E lves' 
performance. 

D row are able to speak common tongue, gnome, elven, and 
their own language in addition to the other tongues which their 
level of intelligence allows. Many know the languages of the 
various races of creatures which speak and dwell underground. 
All of the D ark Elves also have a silent language composed of 
h and movements, and th is means of communication is capable 
of conveying virtually any information. When Drow are within 30' or 
less of each other, they also use facial and body expression, 
movement, and posture. These latter alone are capable of 
conveying considerable information, and when coupled with 
hand/finger movements the whole is as erudite as any spoken 
speech. 

All the D ark Elves can use the following spells once per day: 
dancing lights, faerie fire, darkness. Those above 4th level are 
able to detect magic, know alignment, and levitate once per 
day. D row females can use the following spells once per day: 
clairvoyance, detect lie, suggestion, dispel magic. D row h ave 
powers which are the same as dwarves with respect to stone and 
th ings underground. They also detect h idden or secret doors as 
elves do. 

Drow abilities are determined as follows: Strength:  8 + 1 -6 (6 + 1 -4 
for males), I ntelligence 1 2 + 1 -8 ( 1 0 + 1 -8 for males), Wisdom 8 + 1 -
1 0  (8 + 1 -4 for males), Dexterity 1 2  + 2-8, Constitution 4-1 6; 
Charisma 1 0  + 1 -8 (8 + 1 -8 for males). 

Special Note Regarding Drow Cloaks, Armor, and Weapons: All 
of these items have special properties, although none of them 
radiate any magic. The items are made under the conditions 
particular to the strange homeland of the Drow, for th is place has 
unknown radiations which impart special properties to these 
cloaks, armor and weapons. When such items are exposed to 
direct sunlight a rotting process sets in. The process is absolutely 
irreversible, and with in 2 weeks cloaks will fall to shreds, while 
armor and weapons become pitted and unusable. If items are 
not exposed to sunlight, they will retain their magical properties 
for 31 -50 days before losing them, and if they are exposed to the 
radiation of the D row homeland 30 or so days, they will remain 
potent. Items not spoiled by sunlight will eventually lose their 
special properties if not exposed to the special radiation, but they 
will remain serviceable as normal cloaks, armor, sh ields, swords, 
maces, etc. 

Drow sleep poison decays instantly in sunlight. Its power is lost 
after about 60 days in any event, and the coating on the small 
bolts and javelins must be periodically renewed with fresh 
applications of the fungoid substance. The D ark Elves will often 
have small barrels filled with several packets of th is poison, each 
sealed to insure the poisonous substance remains fresh for about 
1 year. 
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